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Abstract 

Deliverable D3.1 consists of two parts. First, a publicly accessible repository of published scientific              
articles related to algorithmic system bias and Fairness, Accountability and Transparency (FAT) in             
algorithmic systems, has been released through Zotero, a freely available, open-source bibliographic            
reference management software. Secondly, we present a comprehensive review of the literature            
catalogued in the repository to date, which summarizes the state-of-the-art on algorithmic            
transparency research, focused on research domains related to information access systems.  

Keyword(s): Algorithmic bias, bibliographic referencing system, Fairness, Accountability and        
Transparency (FAT), literature review, state-of-the-art 
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1. Executive Summary 

 
D3.1 details our understanding of the state-of-the-art in the emerging field of Fairness,             
Accountability and Transparency (FAT) in Algorithmic Systems, based on 12 months of intensive,             
collaborative work with the existing published literature. The literature review has been            
conducted with the primary goals of the CyCAT project in mind, including i) raising awareness of                
algorithmic bias among various stakeholders (end users, system developers, educators, librarians);           
ii) finding solutions to the problem of social and cultural biases in information access (IA)               
systems; and iii) creating and sustaining a distributed, interdisciplinary network of researchers            
across Europe and Israel. 
 
At the early stages of the literature review, it became clear that algorithmic transparency, as               
originally construed in the CyCAT Grant Agreement, is a very complex topic, which is being               
addressed across a number of diverse research communities, through a variety of methods and              
approaches. Readers should keep in mind that since the CyCAT proposal was submitted             
(November 2017) until present, the field has evolved a great deal. In previous years, the literature                
was scattered across many different research communities, with little interaction between them.            
For instance, even as early as the 1990s, researchers were considering problems of explainability              
and interpretability in their models (Craven et. al. 1994; Craven et. al. 1996; Domingos 1998).               
Similarly, in the early 2000s, researchers in different areas of computer science were considering              
the social and ethical consequences of their algorithms (e.g., the FairML community; researchers             
of discrimination discovery in the data mining community) (Pedreschi et. al. 2009; Buckley et. al.               
2007; Cho and Roy 2004).  
 
However, in 2019, the field looks very different. For instance, the Association for Computing              
Machinery (ACM) Fairness, Accountability and Transparency (FAT*) community is an effort to            1

take a more holistic approach to addressing the consequences brought about by extensive use of               
algorithms and algorithmic systems. Specifically, the community brings together researchers          
across disciplines - not only from the computer and information sciences, but also from              
disciplines including the social sciences and law - into an emerging community, which is              
specifically focused on fairness, accountability, transparency and other ethical issues in           
socio-technical systems. The effort stems from a growing recognition that algorithmic systems are             
not merely technical, but rather, are socio-technical in nature. Human decisions and biases are              
present at every step of the development pipeline, not to mention during the interaction with the                
user. Thus, when analyzing algorithmic bias in complex, networked information access systems,            
it is necessary to adopt an approach that emphasizes the social dimension(s) of the problem, as                
well as treating the technical considerations.  
 
We have focused our efforts not only on collecting the most relevant articles that have been                
published in high-impact computer and information science venues (international, peer-reviewed          

1 It should be noted that community organizers have indicated that a new name and acronym will be                  
announced in early 2020. 
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conferences and journals) but also to understand the nature of this emerging field. To this end, as                 
will be detailed, our collection efforts focused on five domains of research related to algorithmic               
systems in general, and in information access systems in particular, as described in the CyCAT               
Grant Agreement. The five domains considered are: i) Machine Learning (ML); ii) Information             
Retrieval (IR), iii) Recommender Systems (RecSys), iv) Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), and           
v) other domains. 
 
As of September 2019 (M12), our repository consists of over 245 articles. However, it should be                
considered a “living deliverable” and the collection will grow as the project progresses.  
 

2. Repository of articles and bibliographic referencing system 
 

We have created a publicly accessible library, CyCAT Survey Collection , within the online,             2

freely available bibliographic referencing system, Zotero.org. 
 
Zotero is an open-source software that can be used either online or downloaded as an application                
to a computer. Zotero gives the user the opportunity to organize, cite and collect bibliographic               
references. In Zotero users can save films, web pages, sound recordings, artworks, etc. in addition               
to bibliographic references. Through the browser, Zotero stores the bibliography in the user’s             
library along with all the metadata such as author name, abstract, date, publisher, and anything               
else needed to cite the specific item and attached files to the item. A user can manually insert a                   
paper, a book, a journal, etc. among the metadata and Zotero can find the pdf file if it is available                    
online. Another important point of Zotero is that users can save their references with as many tags                 
as they need in order to make it easier to categorize and search for an item in their library. They                    
can also create collections, to save items under the same topic.  
 
In addition to the user’s individual library, Zotero has the functionality to create different groups               
and invite other people of common interests to join and share a library. The creator of each library                  
can choose whether the group will be open to everyone, or it will be by invitation only. The                  
owner of each group is responsible to choose the role of each user.  
 
Our group, named CyCAT Survey Collection, is publicly accessible but has closed membership.             
That means that anyone can view the CyCAT library and benefit from the collection of               
bibliographic references, but only members of CyCAT consortium can make changes (e.g.,            
add/delete/modify articles) to the library and view any attached file. Zotero registered members             
can have access to the CyCAT library through the following URL:           
https://www.zotero.org/groups/2344383/cycat_survey_collection. As explained above, they can      
view the articles along with their metadata but access to the full article can only be granted                 
through the publisher.  
 
The library currently consists of 245+ bibliographic references. All articles have been categorized             
into five research domains, which appear as subdirectories of the group library:  

2 https://www.zotero.org/groups/2344383/cycat_survey_collection? 
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● HCI - Human-Computer Interaction 
● IR - Information Retrieval 
● Machine_Learning - Machine Learning 
● Rec_Sys - Recommender Systems 
● Other 

 
These domains represent the expertise of the CyCAT consortium and are the basis for the survey                
collection we developed. As will be explained in detail in Section 3, each partner in CyCAT was                 
responsible for identifying the bibliography related to their expertise and uploading it to the              
library under one of the above domains. Then each bibliographic was characterized by a number               
of tags, describing the content of the paper. The tags represent problems and solutions as detailed                
in Section 5.  
 
To describe the problem space, the Zotero collection uses six tags: I - Input, D - Data, O -                   3

Output, M - Model, T - Third Party, and F - Fairness. As will be detailed in Section 4, these tags                     
correspond to the components of an algorithmic system under study in the particular article (see               
Figure 1 in Section 4). With those tags, a user can understand the problem that a specific paper                  
discusses before opening it. To describe the solutions proposed, the collection uses the following              
tags: Auditability, Discrimination Discovery (explicit), Discrimination Discovery (implicit),        
Explainability Management, Explainability (black box), Explainability (white box), Fairness         
Management, Fairness Learning, Fairness Certification, Fairness Sampling and Other. As          
explained above for the problems of interest, again the solutions tags can help the user to easily                 
find what a paper discusses and what is the solution that gives. For example, the journal article “A                  
causal framework for discovering and removing direct and indirect discrimination”, authored by            
Zhang Lu, Wu Yongkai and Wu Xintao, is in the Machine Learning category, and is annotated                
with the problem tag Data and solution tags Discrimination discovery indirect and Discrimination             
discovery direct. A full presentation of the tags used in the Zotero collection is provided in the                 
Annex.  
 

3. Methodology 
 
Goals: The literature review primarily serves four goals, namely to: 
 

1. Characterize the problem and solution spaces in the emerging field of Fairness,            
Accountability and Transparency in algorithmic systems. 

2. Understand the diversity dimensions of interest to researchers in the field.  4

3. Gauge the extent to which various research communities are contributing to / shaping the              
FAT research.  

4. Map the problem space to the solution space, across the research venues/communities. 
 

3 The motivation and explanation of the conceptual framework is provided in D3.3. 
4 As will be described, diversity dimensions are the aspects upon which the system’s behaviours may differ,                 
in ways that may be considered problematic by system observers and users. 
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Scope: CyCAT Consortium members are experts in various domains within the computer and             
information sciences. Therefore, it was decided at the outset, to scope our literature review as               
such. While there is a growing literature on algorithmic biases and FAT issues emerging across               
disciplines (e.g., within the fields of law, business, philosophy/ethics, and even medicine) we             
have focused our review within the computer and information sciences. Per the third goal stated               
above, it was necessary to define the scope of the research communities considered in our review.                
Since “research communities” themselves are difficult to precisely define, we decided to target             
high-impact international publication venues (both conferences and journals) across a number of            
areas related to “intelligent systems in general, and in information access systems in particular”              
(CyCAT Grant Agreement, p. 21). 
 
Process: We followed a methodology involving both bottom-up and top-down processes for            
collecting and reviewing articles related to FAT. The methodology is an evolution from the              
standard facet-based methodology used in information science to carry out book (and even             
product) classification (Hjørland, 2002).  
 
Bottom-up: At first, a temporary repository was created on the CyCAT project Google Drive,              
where members could record relevant literature that they had found, through a bottom-up, open              
search process. Thus, an initial body of material was first examined.  
 
Definition of properties: In February 2019 (M5), a scientific exchange took place in Trento, and               
members from the teams intensely involved in this processes attended (OUC as coordinator,             
UNITN as WP3 leader, UH as WP4 leader). The ultimate goal of the meeting was to identify a set                   
of properties by which we could characterize the content of the articles collected. Thus, a concept                
for understanding social and cultural biases in algorithmic systems was developed. As will be              
detailed in Section 4, the concept articulates a “diversity lens” for studying the complex problem               
of bias in algorithmic systems. In addition, it provides a means to characterize each article               5

collected for the literature review, by analyzing the problem(s) presented by the paper as well as                
the solution(s) proposed or developed.  
 
Top-down: Following the development of the guiding concept, as well as the classification             
scheme (the problem and solution spaces) a top-down approach was implemented. At M8 (April              
2019), an inventory of the article repository was taken, to understand which domains / disciplines               
(i.e., research communities) had produced a critical mass of publications related to FAT in              
algorithmic systems (i.e., both problems in systems and their solutions). Through this exercise, a              
list of key, high-impact publications venues was created for each domain. The domains were              
divided up by each CyCAT team, according to each team’s expertise, as presented in Table 1.                
Teams were to review each publication venue’s proceedings / published volumes during the last              
10 years (2008 - 2019), resulting in a high-recall search for relevant published articles. The key                
words used included: “accountability,” “bias,” “discrimination,” “fairness,” “explainable,” and         
“transparency.” 
 

5 D3.3 motivates and develops in detail the “diversity lens” that we will be using in CyCAT, in order to                    
study social and cultural biases in algorithmic systems.  
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It must be noted that the list of publications in Table 1 is not exhaustive; further publication                 
venues may be added to our repository in the future. However, the problem and solution spaces                
discovered detailed in Figures 1 and 2 have proven to be robust across the 245+ articles reviewed.  
 

 Key publication venues Team responsible 

Machine Learning AAAI 
IJCAI 
KDD 
SIGKDD 
CIDM 
AIES 
NIPS 
MLSP 
ACM Data Mining and 
Knowledge Discovery 
Journal 

UNITN 

Information Retrieval 
 

AAAI ICWSM 
ACM CIKM 
ACM SIGIR 
ACM WWW 
TOIS 
JASIST 
IR Journal 

OUC 

Recommender Systems 
(includes online advertising, 
freelance marketplaces, 
shopping, etc. ) 

AAAI ICWSM CIKM 
ACM WWW CHI CSCW 
ACM RecSys 
ArXive 
ACM FAT* 
UMUAI  
ACM SIGIR 

UH 

Human-Computer Interaction 
 

ACM CSCW 
ACM CHI 
CSCW Journal 
ACM HCI Journal 
INTERACT  
Journal of Behaviour and    
Information Technology 
Journal of Big Data and     
Society 

OUC 

Other AAAI HCOMP 
ACM FAT* 

All 

Table 1: Domains and publication communities examined in the literature review. 
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Article analysis: For each article entered into the repository, the bibliographic citation as well as               
the respective research domain was recorded. After reviewing the article, three additional            
properties, which shall be explained in detail in Section 4, were also recorded: 
 

● The problem(s) identified 
● The solution(s) proposed to address the problem(s) 
● The diversity dimension(s) examined in the work 

 
 

4. Properties examined in the literature review 
 
Here, we describe the three key dimensions that we analyzed, when reading and cataloging each               
article in our collection: i) the problem posed by the authors, ii) the solution(s), if any, that the                  
authors propose in order to address the particular problem, and iii) the diversity dimension(s) of               
interest in the study. 

4.1 Problem under study 
 
We first characterized the macro components of the algorithmic system, which are cited by the               
author(s) as being the source of the problem. Figure 1 provides a general characterization of               
algorithmic systems and their macro components, which we have used to examine the problem              
space of algorithmic system bias.  
 
As shown, a basic system architecture can be described as follows. First, the system receives               
input (I) for a particular instance of its operation. It operational component (i.e., algorithmic              
model - M) performs computation based on these inputs, producing an output (O). The              
algorithmic model (M) learns from a set of observations of data (D) from the problem domain. It                 
may optionally receive constraints from one or more third party actors (T) and/or a set of fairness                 
criteria (F), which may modify the operation of the algorithmic model.  
 

 
 

Figure 1: The problem space of algorithmic system bias. 
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It should be noted that while some studies of FAT in algorithmic systems may examine one and                 
only specific component of that system, other studies address problems that involve more than              
one macro component of the respective system. In our repository, each article is associated with               
one or more tags, which indicate the problem(s) examined by the authors in that particular work. 
 

4.2 Solution(s) proposed 
 
Finally, across the articles reviewed, we identified four classes of solutions proposed for             
promoting Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in algorithmic systems. These are          
illustrated in Figure 2, along with specific solutions falling into each class, and are briefly               
summarized in Table 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: The solution space - tools for promoting Fairness, Accountability and 
Transparency in algorithmic systems. 

 
 

Auditing Auditing involves the systematic examination of a system’s 
behaviours, by someone other than the system developer. In 
other words, audits are performed by outside observers who 
do not have access to a system’s inter-workings. Common 
approaches include the within-system and cross-system 
audits (Sandvig et al., 2014). Within-system audits consider 
the changes in an algorithm’s output, as a function of the 
changes in a controlled set of inputs. In contrast, 
cross-system audits make comparisons between the 
behaviours of different systems, which serve similar 
purposes / have similar functions.  

Explainability Management “Explainability” approaches, in contrast to audits, emphasize 
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the role of the user, and his or her need to understand the 
system’s behaviours. The key challenge is that in many 
problems, there is a tradeoff between an algorithmic model’s 
accuracy and its interpretability / transparency from the user 
perspective. The two approaches summarized below address 
different scenarios: i) white-box, where interpretability is 
prioritized; ii) black-box, where complex and opaque models 
are used in order to achieve greater accuracy / predictive 
power. In both cases, the researcher is looking to provide 
some degree of explanation to the user, concerning the 
model’s behaviours. 

     -White-box Explanation In settings where interpretability is important, a more 
transparent “white-box” modeling approach can be used. 
Examples include decision trees and regression models. A 
white-box modeling approach is also used to explain the 
prediction/classification outcome of a black-box model e.g. 
extracting rules from decision trees or a causal model. 

     -Black-box Explanation These approaches aim to extract a degree of interpretability 
from complex, opaque models. For instance, some 
researchers aim to develop a parallel model that accurately 
mimics that behaviours of the black-box model (i.e., has high 
fidelity). 

          --Model Explanation Some solutions aim to provide global explanations, or 
provide insights as to the model’s overall behaviours.  

          --Outcome Explanation In contrast, other approaches focus on providing local 
explanations, which help a user to understand why the model 
results in a particular outcome / decision. 

Discrimination Discovery Discrimination discovery approaches originated within the 
data mining community. It aims to detect discrimination (i.e., 
disparate impact) either in historical datasets or in automated 
decisions (most typically in classification/prediction tasks), 
against individuals and/or social groups. 

     -Explicit Discrimination Also called “direct discrimination,” such cases involve a rule 
or procedure that results in disporportionate burden(s) on a 
particular group of persons. 

     -Implicit Discrimination This type of discrimination also imposes a disporportionate 
burden on a minority group, however, the rules/procedures 
involved do not explicitly use the sensitive diversity 
dimension(s). 

Fairness Management The final class of solutions focus on the ethical concern of 
treating people and social groups in a fair manner, in the 
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context of machine learning and algorithmic systems.  

     -Fairness Sampling Often, the source of algorithmic bias has to do with the 
composition of the training data used to learn a model. 
Solutions focused on fairness sampling aim to ensure that 
training data sets are balanced in a manner that promotes 
fairness.  

     -Fairness Learning In contrast, fairness learning solutions consider the role of 
the learning process in promoting fairness. In other words, 
solutions in this class typically impose constraints that force 
the learner to result in fairer models (i.e., in which disparate 
impact on individuals/groups it mitigated). 

     -Fairness Certification Fairness certification solutions aim to test algorithmic 
models for possible disparate impact, “certifying” those that 
do not exhibit evidence of unfairness.  

Table 2: Summary of the four main classes of solutions for promoting Fairness, 
Accountability and Transparency in algorithmic systems.  

 

4.3 Diversity dimensions 
 
Finally, having characterized the problem and solution described by a given article, we identified              
the diversity dimension(s), upon which a problematic system behaviour manifested, as reported by             
the authors. While it is natural to be most concerned with the “problem” and “solution(s)”               
examined when reviewing a research article - particularly one that is more technical in nature - we                 
have specifically chosen to consider the relevant diversity dimension as a “first-class citizen” in              
our literature review. While it is true that early, technical works often treated “sensitive attributes”               
in a more generic sense (e.g., Pedreschi et al., 2019), more recent work in socio-technical systems                
addresses particular diversity dimensions including social, cultural, political and information          
attributes, as will be discussed. Recording these attributes in our review will allow us to               
eventually consider not only which dimensions are most problematic / frequently studies, but             
also, how the solutions proposed might differ depending on the particular diversity dimensions             
being studied in a given system. 
 
Table 3 provides examples of the diversity dimensions discussed in the articles collected. As will               
be shown, the system under study in each article, can exhibit different behaviours as a function of                 
the diversity dimension, which may or may not be problematic for a given user or observer. It can                  
be noted that while many of the diversity dimensions concern social and cultural attributes, we               
also observe dimensions such as the quality / accuracy / credibility of the information provided to                
the user. Even though such instances may not represent cases where an algorithmic system’s              
behaviour can directly result in discrimination or harm, in many contexts, these issues can              
indirectly lead to serious consequences for system users (e.g., limited exposure to high-quality             
sources of information on a given topic because of biased search engine results). 
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Diversity 
dimension 

Citation from the repository Explanation / example 

age Díaz, M., Johnson, I., Lazar, A., Piper, 
A. M., & Gergle, D. (2018, April). 
Addressing age-related bias in 
sentiment analysis. In Proceedings of 
the 2018 ACM CHI Conference on 
Human Factors in Computing Systems 
(paper 412). 

The authors studied word 
embeddings and sentiment 
analysis algorithms, and the 
tendency to perpetuate 
ageism. They found 
systematic associations 
between terms related to older 
age (e.g., “old”, “elderly”) 
and negative sentiment, as 
compared to terms related to 
younger age (e.g., “youth,” 
“young”).  

gender Bolukbasi, T., Chang, K. W., Zou, J. 
Y., Saligrama, V., & Kalai, A. T. 
(2016). Man is to computer 
programmer as woman is to 
homemaker? Debiasing word 
embeddings. In Advances in neural 
information processing systems (pp. 
4349-4357).  

The researchers studied word 
embeddings that were trained 
on Google News articles, 
demonstrating their tendency 
to perpetuate gender biases 
(e.g., associating man/woman 
to computer programmer / 
homemaker).  

information Mowshowitz, A., & Kawaguchi, A. 
(2005). Measuring search engine bias. 
Information processing & 
management, 41(5), 1193-1205. 

The authors proposed a 
measure of search engine 
bias. Using a large set of 
user-generated search queries, 
they created a “fair results 
set,” which was the union of 
the results retrieved across a 
number of alternative 
engines. They then measured 
the deviation between any 
given engine’s results and the 
fair set. Thus, information 
diversity was the dimension 
of interest. 

language / linguistic Davidson, T., Warmsley, D., Macy, 
M., & Weber, I. (2017, May). 
Automated hate speech detection and 
the problem of offensive language. In 
Eleventh International AAAI 
Conference on Web and Social Media.  

The system of interest is a 
hate speech detector 
(classifier). Linguistic 
diversity is the dimension of 
interest here, as words taken 
as offensive by some users 
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are often (incorrectly) flagged 
as being hate speech. 

minority status Dixon, L., Li, J., Sorensen, J., Thain, 
N., & Vasserman, L. (2018, 
December). Measuring and mitigating 
unintended bias in text classification. 
In Proceedings of the 2018 
AAAI/ACM Conference on AI, Ethics, 
and Society (pp. 67-73). ACM. 

This work addresses the 
social bias of text 
classification algorithms for 
identifying toxic language 
online. It is shown that terms 
related to minority status 
(e.g., “Muslim,” “gay”) can 
inadvertently become 
associated with the toxic 
language label. 

national origin Thelwall, M., & Maflahi, N. (2015). 
Are scholarly articles 
disproportionately read in their own 
country? An analysis of Mendeley 
readers. Journal of the Association for 
Information Science and Technology, 
66(6), 1124-1135. 

Problematic user behaviour in 
an algorithmic bibliographic 
referencing system was 
studied, citing a bias towards 
reading articles produced in 
the user’s home country. 

opinion Wang, N., Wang, H., Jia, Y., & Yin, 
Y. (2018, June). Explainable 
recommendation via multi-task 
learning in opinionated text data. In 
The 41st International ACM SIGIR 
Conference on Research & 
Development in Information Retrieval 
(pp. 165-174). ACM. 

This article concerns ranking 
algorithms for personalized 
item recommendations, based 
on user reviews. Authors 
argue in favor of 
incorporating a model of the 
user’s opinion of the target 
item, as well as of the opinion 
expressed in reviews.  

physical 
attractiveness 

Matsangidou, M., & Otterbacher, J. 
(2019, September). What Is Beautiful 
Continues to Be Good. In: Lamas D., 
Loizides F., Nacke L., Petrie H., 
Winckler M., Zaphiris P. (eds) 
Human-Computer Interaction – 
INTERACT 2019. INTERACT 2019. 
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 
vol 11749. Springer, Cham 

In a study of image tagging 
algorithms’ descriptions of 
input images of people, it was 
found that people rated as 
being more attractive (by 
human raters) were also 
systematically more likely to 
be associated with tags 
having positive sentiment 
(e.g., “friendly,” 
“intelligent”). 

political leaning / 
affiliation 

Hu, D., Jiang, S., E Robertson, R., & 
Wilson, C. (2019, May). Auditing the 
partisanship of Google search 
snippets. In The World Wide Web 
Conference (pp. 693-704). ACM. 

The authors collected the 
search engine results pages 
for queries having left and 
right political leanings. They 
compared the Google snippets 
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shown to users, to the full 
pages collected. For both left 
and right queries, it was 
found that snippets tend to 
highlight the most politically 
extreme text on the page, 
amplifying partisanship. 

sensitive / protected 
attribute 

Weber, I., & Castillo, C. (2010, July). 
The demographics of web search. In 
Proceedings of the 33rd international 
ACM SIGIR conference on Research 
and development in information 
retrieval (pp. 523-530). ACM. 

Through an analysis of Web 
search logs, the authors 
studied user search behaviors, 
noting systematic differences 
based on users’ sensitive 
attributes (e.g., income).  

race Grgic-Hlaca, N., Redmiles, E. M., 
Gummadi, K. P., & Weller, A. (2018, 
April). Human perceptions of fairness 
in algorithmic decision making: A 
case study of criminal risk prediction. 
In Proceedings of the 2018 World 
Wide Web Conference (pp. 903-912).  

Using the COMPAS system 
as a case study, the authors 
surveyed users on their 
perceptions of this criminal 
risk prediction system. One of 
the key questions was 
whether users consider it fair 
to use features such as a 
defendant’s race in a decision 
making scenario. 

Table 3: Diversity dimensions appearing in the literature survey on algorithmic system bias 
and transparency, with an example citation and explanation.  

 
 

5. Literature review 
 
This section provides a review of the articles in our Zotero repository, for each of the five                 
categories of research upon which we focused our efforts. Within each research domain, we aim               
to characterize the problems identified and the solution(s) proposed for the identified problems.             
We also discuss the diversity dimensions of each area of the research. The review for each                
domain is structured as follows: first, we summarize the key problems and solutions examined by               
researchers, organized by the algorithmic component most relevant to the problem/solution (see            
Figure 1); secondly, we discuss the range of diversity dimensions that are being addressed by the                
research in each domain. 

5.1 Machine Learning 
 
Although the focus of CyCAT is on algorithmic systems for information access, we begin with a                
review of the FAT literature in Machine Learning (ML) for two key reasons. First, modern               
information access systems use applied ML techniques extensively, for a range of tasks, from data               
cleaning and augmentation, to training ranking mechanisms, to inferring user models for            
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personalization. Secondly, the ML community has been studying problems related to FAT --             
although it was not called that at the time -- for several decades now. 
 

5.1.2 Problems examined / solutions proposed in ML 
The articles included in our survey of the machine learning literature concern three problems: i)               
the discrimination discovery / prevention in the classification problems, ii) the fairness            
computation in decision making systems, and iii) promoting the interpretability of the model             
and/or outcome. 
 

5.1.2.1 Discrimination Discovery/Prevention Problem/Fair ML 
Although originally, the research focusing on discrimination discovery and fairness in ML            
emerged from distinct communities of researchers, it is important to recognize the inherent link              
between these lines of research. In particular, the approaches used to solve the discrimination              
discovery / prevention problem, as well as the fairness computation problems, are both required in               
order to develop fairness-aware ML algorithms. Therefore, in our review of the ML literature,              
discrimination discovery and fairness approaches are reviewed together.  
 
These approaches are divided into: pre-processing (i.e., data-focused), in-processing (i.e.,          
model-focused) and post-processing methods (i.e., output-focused). The pre-processing methods         
modify the input datasets so that the outcome of the algorithm applied to the data will be fair. The                   
in-processing methods are applied during the learning phase of the model and their goal is to                
modify an existing algorithm or create a new one that will be fair applied to any input. The                  
post-processing techniques modify the output of the model to be fair.  
 

Data (Pre-processing Methods) 

Many of the articles that concern the discrimination discovery/prevention and fairness problems            
use pre-processing methods to remove the discrimination bias of the input training data. The              
proposed solutions include implicit and explicit discrimination discovery, fairness sampling and           
auditing (when performed by an outside party).  

A frequently used technique for fairness sampling of the data is to generate a new dataset using a                  
causal Bayesian network. For instance, Zhang et. al. (2016, 2017) discover and prevent             
discrimination bias in decision support systems using a causal Bayesian network to identify pair              
of tuples with similar characteristics from the dataset. By learning the BN structure, the authors               
identify the causal factors for discrimination. Also, they remove any discrimination bias from the              
dataset by generating a new dataset. Cardoso et. al. (2019) also use a Bayesian network estimated                
from real-world data to generate biased data that are learned from real-world data and fairness               
metrics such as disparate impact and disparate mistreatment to assess discrimination. Also,            
Johndrow (2019) identify fairness constraints in the training datasets of machine learning            
algorithms and apply them into the training data in order to remove discrimination bias. However,               
their approach can be applied in cases where there is only one protected variable. Kilbertus et. al.                 
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(2018) provide fairness training and certification in machine learning using an encrypted version             
of sensitive data, privacy constraints and decision verification using secure multi-party           
computation (MPC) methods. 

As an alternative to fairness sampling, Romei et. al. (2013) use auditing as an approach to                
discover discrimination where auditors (testers) search through the dataset. Also, they propose            
situational and corresponding testing approaches which are special cases for auditing. Cardoso et.             
al. (2019) propose the use of black-box auditing to repair the dataset by changing attribute labels.                
Similarly, Pedreshi et. al (2009) use a black-box predictive model to extract frequent             
classification rules based on an inductive approach. Background knowledge is used to identify the              
groups to be detected as potentially discriminated. In addition, Kuhlman et. al. (2019) identify              
fairness specifically in ranking algorithms used for decision making. The authors use an auditing              
methodology FARE (Fair Auditing based on Rank Error) for error-based fairness assessment of             
ranking. They proposed three error-based fairness criteria which are rank-appropriate. 

Another approach in terms of a data-focused solution is the implicit and explicit discrimination              
discovery. For instance, Rudinger et. al. (2017) discover discrimination bias in natural language             
processing (NLP) data by searching for overgeneralization at the level of word co-occurrences             
considering the sensitive attributes e.g., age, genre, and ethnicity, using an association metric, the              
pointwise mutual information.  

Some other works use pre-processing methods as a solution for discrimination discovery applied             
to specific diversity domains. For instance, Datta et. al (2015) analyse the gender discrimination              
in online advertising (Google ads). They use machine learning techniques to identify the             
gender-based ad serving patterns. Specifically, they train a classifier to learn differences in the              
served ads and to predict the corresponding gender. Similarly, Leavy et. al. (2018) detect gender               
bias in NLP data by identifying linguistic features that are gender-discriminative. Zhao et. al.              
(2018) detect gender bias in coreference resolution systems. They introduce a new benchmark             
dataset WinoBias which focuses on gender bias. They also use a data augmentation approach that               
in combination with existing word-embedding debiasing techniques, removes the gender bias           
demonstrated in the data. Madaan et al. (2018) detect gender discrimination in movies using              
knowledge graph and word embedding for bias detection and removal after analysing the data              
(i.e., mentions of each gender in movies, emotions of the actors during the movies, occupation of                
each gender in the movies, screen time.) 

These approaches are summarized below in Table 4, in terms of approach.  
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Problem Implicit and Explicit 
Discrimination 

Auditing Fairness Sampling 

Zhang et. al. (2016)    
aim to discover and    
remove discrimination  
bias in decision   
making systems. 

  

    Their approach is to    
search for pairs of    
tuples from the dataset    
with similar  
characteristics using a   
Causal Bayesian  
network and the   
associated causal  
inference as a guideline. 

Cardoso et. al. (2019)    
detect and remove   
discrimination in  
machine learning  
models concerning  
ethical and legal   
implications. 

  

 

 

 

One approach  
suggested by the   
authors is the   
black-box auditing. A   
pre-processing process  
to repair the dataset by     
changing attribute  
labels. 

They learn the structure    
of a Bayesian network    
(BN) automatically  
from real-world data.   
Data were sampled   
from the estimated BN.    
Fairness metrics used to    
assess discrimination  
include disparate impact   
and disparate  
mistreatment. 

Zhang et. al. (2017)    
identify and prevent   
discrimination in  
decision support  
systems. 

  They build a causal    
model to identify the    
causal factors for   
discrimination and then   
remove any  
discrimination bias  
from the dataset by    
generating a new   
dataset 
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Rudinger et. al. (2017)    
discover 
overgeneralization in  
natural language  
processing data which   
leads to bias among    
individuals. 

  

They use an association    
metric, pointwise mutual   
information to search for    
over-generalisation in bias   
at the level of word     
co-occurrences 
considering the sensitive   
attributes e.g. age, genre,    
and ethnicity. They found    
out that the dataset    
represent gender, racial,   
religious and age-based   
stereotypes. 

    

In the survey paper of     
Romei et. al. (2013),    
the authors describe   
different approaches  
for discrimination  
discovery in data   
mining. 

  The authors use   
auditing as an   
approach to discover   
discrimination where  
auditors (testers)  
search through the   
dataset. Also, they   
propose situational  
and corresponding  
testing approaches  
which are special   
cases for auditing. 

  

Kuhlman et. al. (2019)    
identify fairness in   
ranking algorithms  
used for decision   
making. 

 The authors use an    
auditing methodology  
FARE (Fair auditing   
based on rank error)    
for error-based  
fairness assessment of   
ranking. They  
proposed three  
error-based fairness  
criteria which are   
rank-appropriate. 

 

Kilbertus et. al. (2018)    
provide fairness  
training and  
certification in  
machine learning. 

    The authors provide an    
encrypted version of   
sensitive data, privacy   
constraints and decision   
verification using  
secure multi-party  
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computation (MPC)  
methods. 

Leavy et. al. (2018)    
detect gender bias in    
machine learning  
models 

Identify linguistic features   
that are  
gender-discriminative 
through text training data. 

    

Zhao et. al. (2018)    
detect gender bias in a     
coreference resolution  
systems. 

They introduce a new    
benchmark dataset  
WinoBias which focuses   
on gender bias. They also     
use a data augmentation    
approach that in   
combination with existing   
word-embedding 
debiasing techniques  
removes the genre bias    
demonstrated in the data. 

    

Datta et. al (2015)    
analyse the gender   
discrimination in  
online advertising  
(Google ads) 

They use machine   
learning techniques to   
identify the gender-based   
ad serving patterns.   
Specifically, they train a    
classifier to learn   
differences in the served    
ads and to predict the     
corresponding gender. 

    

Madaan et al. (2018)    
detect gender  
discrimination in  
movies 

    Use knowledge graph   
and word embedding   
for bias detection and    
removal after analysing   
the data (i.e. mentions    
of each gender in    
movies, emotions of the    
actors during the   
movies, occupation of   
each gender in the    
movies, screen time..) 
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Johndrow (2019)  
identify fairness  
constraints in the   
training datasets of   
machine learning  
algorithms. 

    Their approach works   
only for one protected    
variable. The authors   
construct a new dataset    
by removing the ‘race’    
variable to achieve data    
privacy and  
anonymization. 

Heindorf et. al. (2019)    
measure and reduce   
bias against edits by    
anonymous and newly   
registered editors in   
wikidata. 

Their approach is to omit     
user-related features and   
to develop features that    
purely encode the content    
of an edit, rather than any      
meta information. 

    

Pedreschi et. al. (2009)    
discover patterns of   
direct and systematic   
discrimination 

They use a black-box    
predictive model to   
extract frequent  
classification rules based   
on an inductive approach.    
Background knowledge is   
used to identify the groups     
to be detected as    
potentially discriminated 

    

Feldman et. al. (2015)    
measure computational  
fairness and link it to     
the legal notion of    
disparate impact. 

Their pre-processing  
approach modifies each   
attribute (but not the    
training labels) in the    
dataset so that the    
marginal distributions  
based on the subsets of     
that attribute with a given     
sensitive value are all    
equal. They use a    
disparate impact remover 

    

Table 4: Pre-processing (data-focused) methods for discrimination discovery / prevention 
and fairness 

Model Training (In-processing Methods) 

The in-processing methods proposed consider the problem of discrimination discovery and           
fairness in the algorithm itself. Therefore, the methods modify the classification/predictive           
algorithm mainly by introducing some fairness constraints (Zhang et. al. (2018), Celis et. al              
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(2019), Kleinberg et. al (2016), Dimitrakakis et. al. 2018) or by introducing new fairness metrics               
such as FACE and FACT (Khademi et. al (2019)), feature-apriori fairness, feature accuracy             
fairness and feature-disparity fairness (Grgic-Hlaca et. al. (2018)). In addition, Kamishima et. al.             
(2012) propose a regularization approach by introducing a fairness-focused regularization term           
and apply it to a logistic regression classifier. Kusner et. al. (2017) measure counterfactual              
fairness on decision support systems. They provide optimization of fairness and prediction            
accuracy of the classifier using a causal model. Speicher et al. (2018) propose the Aequitas               
auditing tool which tests models for several bias and fairness metrics. These approaches are              
summarized below in Table 5, in terms of approach. 

Problem Fairness constraints Optimization of 
Fairness metrics 

Other approaches 

Khademi et. al (2019)    
measure fairness in   
decision making systems. 

  The authors  
proposed two  
fairness metrics  
(FACE and FACT)   
and with the use of     
causal models. They   
analyse the  
cause-effect 
relationships to  
detect and quantify   
discrimination on  
sensitive attributes. 

  

Zhang et. al. (2018) detect     
discrimination in decision   
making systems. 

They use a causal    
explanation formula to   
evaluate fairness and   
explain the total observed    
disparity of decisions   
through different  
discriminatory 
mechanisms. They use   
fairness constraints and   
counterfactual 
measurements for causal   
explanations of the   
discrimination. 
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Kamishima et. al. (2012)    
proposes three causes of    
unfairness: prejudice,  
underestimation and  
negative legacy.  

    They propose a   
regularization 
approach by  
introducing a  
fairness-focused 
regularization term  
and apply it to a     
logistic regression  
classifier. 

Kusner et. al. (2017)    
measure counterfactual  
fairness on decision   
support systems. 

Optimization of fairness   
and prediction accuracy of    
the classifier using a causal     
model. The authors   
propose algorithms to take    
into account the different    
social biases that may arise     
towards an individual   
based on ethically sensitive    
attributes and compensate   
for these biases effectively    
rather than removing the    
attributes 

   

Celis et al. (2019) measure     
individual/preference/proc
edural fairness in   
classification algorithms. 

They propose a   
meta-algorithm for  
classification with  
(nonconvex) 
linear-fractional 
constraints. Linear  
fractional constraints  
capture many existing   
fairness definitions in the    
literature. 
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Grgic-Hlaca et. al. (2018)    
measure fairness in the    
input features of the    
algorithm conditioned on   
its impact on outcomes.  

  They proposed three   
measures of process   
fairness: 
feature-apriori 
fairness, feature  
accuracy fairness and   
feature-disparity 
fairness. They also   
focus on human   
judgements to  
quantify process  
fairness of each of    
the individual  
features 

  

Speicher et al. (2018)    
measure bias and fairness    
in algorithmic decision   
making. 

    They propose the   
Aequitas auditing  
tool which tests   
models for several   
bias and fairness   
metrics. 

In the survey paper of     
Romei et. al. (2013), the     
authors describe different   
approaches for  
discrimination discovery in   
data mining. 

The in-processing  
techniques reviewed in this    
survey paper is to modify     
the classification algorithm   
by integrating with   
anti-discrimination criteria.  
Some methods train a    
separate model for each    
protected group. For   
decision trees, the   
entropy-based splitting  
criterion in decision tree    
induction to take account    
attributes denoting  
protected groups. 
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Kleinberg et. al (2016)    
detect fairness in the risk     
assessment of group of    
individuals in any   
application domain (e.g.   
google ads, considering the    
genre) 

The authors propose three    
fairness constraints that   
any algorithm should take    
into consideration while   
assessing the risk for    
individuals divided into   
multiple groups (e.g.   
females, males). 

    

Dimitrakakis et al. (2018)    
consider the problem of    
fairness in decision making    
when the underlying   
probabilistic model of the    
world is uncertain. 

    The authors deploy   
a Bayesian  
fairness-aware 
algorithm to  
explicitly 
incorporate 
parameter 
uncertainty and  
fairness constraints  
to decision making   
problems 

 Table 5: In-processing (model-focused) methods for discrimination discovery / prevention.  

Output (Post-processing Methods) 

The post-processing methods concern the modification of the output of the classifier. As             
discussed in the survey paper of Romei et. al. (2013), examples of post-processing techniques              
include the re-labelling of the predicted class or altering the confidence of classification rule.              
Furthermore, in Hardt et. al. (2016), the authors propose a framework to construct classifiers from               
any Bayes optimal regressor following a post-processing step which avoids to modify the training              
process. They discover discrimination against a specified sensitive attribute in supervised           
learning. Zhang et Wu (2017) proposed an indirect discrimination approach using a causal model              
where they detect discrimination in the prediction/classification outcome by computing the           
classification error rate (error bias). 

5.1.2.2 Promoting the Interpretability / Explainability of the Model or Outcome 

The third approach used within the ML literature for promoting FAT in algorithmic systems, is               
that of promoting the explainability / interpretability of the learned models. These problems fully              
concern the model modification, either with in-processing or post-processing techniques. Below,           
we outline a summary of the approaches proposed in the reviewed papers to solve the particular                
problem. 
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Model Explainability 

Most of the reviewed papers concern the interpretability of black-box models such as neural              
networks either by measuring the feature importance or with the support of a white-box model               
(white-box explainability). Some of the methods reviewed in the survey paper of Guidotti et. al.               
(2018), they use global and local interpretability metrics such as the model complexity, accuracy              
and fidelity. Other proposed methods are sensitivity analysis, feature importance and salience            
mask for images. Ribeiro et. al. (2018) improve the interpretability of black-box models using              
anchors whereas Tan et. al. (2017) propose a model distillation to train a transparent student               
model to mimic the black-box model and then comparing the transparent mimic model to a               
transparent model trained using the same features on true outcomes instead of the labels predicted               
by the black-box model. 

Lu et. al. (2005) propose the Neurorule framework which adds classification rules using a GP to a                 
neural network. Similarly, Zhou et. al (2003) also use classification rules to improve the              
interpretability of a black-box model. They propose the REFNE framework that extracts symbolic             
rules from trained neural network ensembles. Another approach is to extract decision trees from              
trained neural networks (Boz 2002, Craven et. al. (1996)). 

Regarding the explainability of white-box models, there are only two works in the reviewed              
papers. Schetinin et. al. (2017) find an interpretable classification model for medical domains.             
They propose a Bayesian averaging over ensemble of decision trees classifier. A selection             
procedure was proposed for extracting confident decision trees from the Bayesian decision tree             
ensemble. In addition, Cowgill and Tucker (2017) propose a counterfactual evaluation method            
where causal inference models are used for quantifying changes in bias from a new algorithm. 

Moreover, there are some methods proposed in the papers that can be applied to any classifier                 
(either black-box or white-box model) concerning the feature importance. For instance, Henelius            
et. al. (2014) search for a group of attributes whose interactions affect the predictive performance               
of a given classifier and they evaluate the importance of each group of attributes using the fidelity                 
metric. In addition, Vidovic et. al. (2016) propose the measure of feature importance (MFI) which               
can be applied both to white-box and black-box models. 

The relevant papers from our repository are summarized in Table 6, in which we distinguish               
between white- and black-box explainability, and also detail the importance of particular features.  

Problem White-box 
Explainability 

Black-box Explainability Feature Importance 

Henelius et. al. (2014)    
search for a group of     
attributes whose  
interactions affect the   

    The authors use a fidelity     
metric to measure the    
importance of each group of     
attributes but they also take     
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predictive performance  
of a given classifier. 

classification accuracy into   
consideration. 

Schetinin et. al. (2017)    
find an interpretable   
classification model for   
medical domains.  

They propose a Bayesian    
averaging over an   
ensemble of decision   
trees classifier. A   
selection procedure was   
proposed for extracting   
confident decision trees   
from the Bayesian   
decision tree ensemble. 

    

Cowgill and Tucker   
(2017) measure  
transparency and  
interpretability of any   
classification algorithm. 

They propose a   
counterfactual evaluation  
method where causal   
inference models are   
used for quantifying   
changes in bias from a     
new algorithm. 

  

In the survey paper of     
Guidotti et. al. (2018),    
the authors discuss   
different techniques for   
measuring the  
interpretability in  
black-box models. 

 Some of the methods    
reviewed in the survey    
paper, involve the use of     
global and local   
interpretability metrics such   
as the model complexity,    
accuracy and fidelity. 

Other proposed methods are    
sensitivity analysis, feature   
importance and salience mask    
for images. 

Ribeiro et. al. (2018)    
improve the  
interpretability of  
black-box models using   
anchors. 

 The anchors enable users to     
predict how a model would     
behave on unseen instances    
with much less effort and     
higher precision as   
compared to existing   
techniques for  
model-agnostic explanation  
or no explanations. 

 

Tan et. al. (2017)    
measure transparency in   
black-box models. 

 The authors propose a    
model distillation to train a     
transparent student model to    
mimic the black-box model    
and then comparing the    
transparent mimic model to    
a transparent model trained    
using the same features on     
true outcomes instead of the     
labels predicted by the    
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black-box model. 

Lu et. al. (2005)    
improve interpretability  
of neural networks using    
classification rules. 

 They propose the Neurorule    
framework which adds   
classification rules using a    
GP to a neural network. In      
Neurorule, the rule   
extraction process is   
three-hold and generate the    
relations between inputs   
and outputs to get ultimate     
production rules. 

 

Boz (2002) extract   
decision trees from   
trained neural networks   
in order to improve the     
interpretability of any   
neural network. 

 They extract decision trees    
from any neural network    
and prunes the tree in order      
to maximize fidelity   
between the tree and the     
neural network using a    
fidelity pruning algorithm. 

 

Zhou et. al. (2003)    
improve the  
comprehensibility of any   
neural network ensemble   
classifier. 

 They propose the REFNE    
framework that extracts   
symbolic rules from trained    
neural network ensembles.   
It utilizes ensembles to    
generate a number of    
instances and then extract    
rules from those instances. 

 

Craven et. al. (1996)    
improve the  
comprehensibility of  
neural networks. 

 They use the TREPAN    
algorithm for extracting   
comprehensible, symbolic  
representations from trained   
neural networks. TREPAN   
queries a given network to     
induce a decision tree that     
describes the concept   
represented by the network.    
They measure the   
comprehensibility of the   
network using the fidelity    
metric. 
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Vidovic et. al. (2016)    
measure the feature   
importance in machine   
learning and deep   
learning models. 

They propose the   
measure of feature   
importance (MFI) which   
can be applied both to     
white-box and black-box   
models. The metric can    
be used for both for a      
general explanation of   
the prediction model and    
for a data instance    
specific explanation.  
MFI can detect features    
that exhibit their   
importance only through   
interactions with other   
features. 

  

  Table 6: Methods used for promoting model explainability / interpretability. 

Output (Outcome Explainability) 

In contrast to model explainability, some approaches attempt to provide a local interpretation,             
focusing on explaining a particular outcome generated by the model. A general method for              
explaining the output of a classifier (either a black-box or white-box model) is by using only the                 
input and output of the model to decompose the changes in the algorithm’s prediction outcome               
into contributions of individual feature values. These contributions correspond to known concepts            
from coalitional game theory (Strumbelj et. al. (2010)).  
 
More specific methods for black-box explainability were proposed by Krishnan et. al. (1999) and              
more recently by Card et. al. (2019). Krishan et. al (1999) explain the outcome of a black-box                 
model by extracting decision trees from the data. A genetic algorithm was applied to predict               
membership queries to the trained neural network and obtain prototypes to control the size of the                
decision tree. Card et. al. (2019) use transparent explanations for classification decisions as well              
as an intuitive notion of the credibility of each prediction using a new measure of non-conformity.                
They also develop a deep weighted averaging classifier replacing softmax in order to provide a               
transparent version of any successfully developed deep learning architecture. 
 
Articles in our repository that describe such approaches are described in Table 7.   
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Problem 
 

White-box 
Explainability 

 

Black-box Explainability 
 

Feature Importance 

Strumbelj et. al. (2010)    
interpret the prediction   
outcome in the   
classification models  
focusing on the   
importance of each   
feature. 

  Use of game theory applied to      
any classifier. Using only the     
input and output of a classifier,      
the authors decompose the    
changes in its prediction into     
contributions of individual   
feature values. These   
contributions correspond to   
known concepts from   
coalitional game theory.  

Card et. al. (2019)    
measure calibration,  
robustness and  
interpretability of deep   
learning models  

 The authors provide   
transparent explanations for   
classification decisions as   
well as an intuitive notion of      
the credibility of each    
prediction using a new    
measure of non-conformity.   
They also develop a deep     
weighted averaging classifier   
replacing softmax in order to     
provide a transparent version    
of any successfully developed    
deep learning architecture. 

 

Krishnan et. al. (1999)    
explain the outcome of    
a black-box model   
using decision trees. 

 Decision trees are generated    
from the generated input of     
the trained neural network    
instead from extracting them    
directly from data. A genetic     
algorithm was applied to    
predict membership queries to    
the trained neural network    
and obtain prototypes to    
control the size of the     
decision tree. 

 

  Table 7: Methods used for promoting outcome explainability / interpretability. 

5.1.3 Diversity dimensions in the ML literature 
 
As previously mentioned, as a research domain ML differs significantly from the others we              
examined in our review (e.g., information retrieval, recommender systems) as ML researchers’            
primary focus is typically on methods for learning a model, rather than the development of a                
model in the context of a particular system to be used by end users (as is the case in IR and                     
RecSys). Therefore, it is often the case in ML that “sensitive attributes” more generally, rather               
than a particular diversity dimension of a social or cultural nature, is the dimension of interest.  
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Furthermore, information as a diversity dimension is very common in the ML literature. In              
particular, the articles that concern the interpretability of the algorithmic classification model            
focus on information biases regarding the learning phase of the classifier or the output of the                
classifier. Nonetheless, below we present an analysis of the diversity dimensions that appear in              
our collection of ML articles. 
 
In contrast to the information dimension, algorithmic biases in social and cultural dimensions in              
the reviewed ML papers are mainly described in articles concerning the problem of discrimination              
discovery in decision support systems. Most of the reviewed articles in ML, do not specify               
particular social/cultural diversity dimensions but instead they focus on sensitive attributes more            
generally. The social/cultural diversity dimensions examined in the collection of ML articles are             
summarized below.  

●  Gender (8 articles) 

Gender is the most frequently mentioned social/culture diversity dimension in the collection of             
ML articles. For instance, Madaan et al. (2018) discover algorithmic bias concerning the gender              
discrimination in movies. In order to detect the gender bias, the authors analyse the differences               
between the gender in the mentions in movies, in the emotions expressed by the actors in the                 
movie, the occupation of the actors and the screen time for each actor. They remove bias using                 
knowledge graphs and word embedding. 

● Race (5) 

Johndrow and Lum (2019) employed an algorithm to remove the sensitive information from the              
training data. They applied their proposed algorithm in a dataset including the criminal histories              
of individuals with the aim to predict re-arrest. The “race” is the protective attribute in the dataset,                 
thus their algorithm removes racial disparities from predictions without affecting the classification            
accuracy. 

● Nationality (ethnicity) (1): 

Rudinger et. al. (2017) measure the bias in natural language processing (NLP) data concerning the               
attributes of gender, age and ethnicity. Their aim is to demonstrate the existence of stereotypes of                
various forms in NLP training data. 

5.1.4 Summary of ML literature 
 
In summary, we can make the following observations concerning the research trends to date in the                
ML literature: 
 

● The problems underlined in the ML literature concerned the discrimination discovery           
and prevention in the decision support systems as well as the transparency/interpretability            
of classification/predictive models (both white-box and black-box models). 
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● The solutions for removing bias from decision support systems are divided into three             
categories: pre-processing methods that modify the data in order to remove bias (e.g.             
fairness sampling), in-processing methods that modify the learning process of the           
algorithm and post-processing methods that  modify the output of the algorithm. 

● In terms of the diversity dimensions of interest, ML research most often concerns the              
information dimension, as well as a generic notion of a “sensitive attribute.”  

 

5.2 Information Retrieval 
In total, 56 articles from the target IR publications were archived. The publication venues having               
the greatest number of articles concerning algorithmic system bias were the journal JASIST (11              
articles) and the international conference, ACM WWW (seven articles). Section 5.2.1 details the             
problems and solutions examined in the IR literature, presented by the relevant system             
component. Following that, Section 5.2.2 explores the diversity dimensions most relevant to the             
IR community’s recent research. 
 

5.2.1 Problems examined / solutions proposed in IR 
 
Data 
Several of the reviewed articles (13) reported that the problem was related - in part or in full - to                    
the characteristics of the system’s training data. Three of the above-mentioned four classes of              
solutions were discussed across these articles - auditing (i.e., developing a technique to examine              
system behaviours), discrimination discovery (i.e., the solution proposed in the article focused on             
how to reveal the bias in the data) and fairness sampling, or how to somehow modify the dataset                  
in order to result in a less biased algorithmic model. As described in Table 8, some use more than                   
one approach. 
 

Problem Auditing Discrimination discovery Fairness sampling 

Social/Cultural diversity dimensions 

Koolen and van 
Cranenburgh (2017) study 
text categorization for 
author gender attribution. 
They note a lack of 
fairness as well as 
transparency in such 
algorithms’ decisions, 
citing dataset bias and 
interpretation bias as 
problems. 

 They compare the 
linguistic features of texts 
written authors across 
genders, in two corpora of 
Dutch literary works. They 
explain that confounding 
factors such as text genre, 
topic / domain, and target 
audience affect the words 
used by authors. 

The researchers argue that 
dataset bias can be 
overcome by taking into 
consideration factors such 
as genre/topic/audience, 
and balancing the data 
appropriately in order to 
control for these effects. 

Herdagdelen and Baroni 
(2011) ultimately aim to 
enrich a common sense 
repository (OMCS), which 
describes everyday 
actions, with gender 

 Using a Twitter corpus 
containing content and 
profiles, they identified 
OMCS actions (phrases) 
in the Twitter corpus, to 
compute gender 
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expectations on actions. In 
this sense, they exploit 
implicit gender stereotypes 
for enriching the OMCS. 

correlations. They are able 
to associate phrases such 
as “my husband/wife” as 
being used more often by 
female/male Twitter users, 
respectively. 

Dixon and colleagues 
(2018) consider the use of 
classification for 
identifying “toxic” 
language in Wikipedia talk 
pages. The problem is that 
words associated with 
minority status (e.g., 
“gay”) tend to be more 
often classified as being 
toxic, regardless of the 
ground truth. 

 The authors discovered 
that imbalances in the 
training data, in which 
sensitive words were 
overrepresented in positive 
examples of toxic text, 
were the culprit.  

By rebalancing the dataset, 
this form of bias could be 
mitigated. 

Shen et al. (2018) 
investigated stylistic 
biases in sentiment 
analysis algorithms. The 
problem of interest was 
the use of markers of 
African-American English 
(AAE). 

 Texts containing markers 
of AAE were more likely 
to be scored as conveying 
negative sentiment, as 
compared to texts of 
similar context, without 
markers of AAE. 

The authors “translated” 
the texts with markers of 
AAE, before performing 
the sentiment analysis, in 
order to mitigate the racial 
bias of the algorithms. 

Callahan and Herring 
(2011) considered cultural 
biases at Wikipedia, 
comparing the descriptions 
of famous people from 
Poland and the US at the 
respective language 
editions. 

 Through an analysis of the 
content and writing style 
of the articles, the authors 
detected systematic 
differences in the 
descriptions of the same 
persons. For instance, 
differences in content 
(e.g., personal information 
shared) and tone/sentiment 
were documented. 

 

Information as a diversity dimension 

Vincent et al. (2019) 
aimed to show the 
importance of 
user-generated content 
(UGC) on the Web, in 
terms of the quality of 
information that the search 
engines provide to users.  

An audit was performed 
on Google result pages, 
across a large set of 
queries. Six types of 
important queries (e.g., 
trending, expensive 
advertising) were 
analyzed, to understand 
how prominent Wikipedia 
and other UGC was in 
these important results. 
Results showed that UGC 
was returned to users in 
80% of results. 

  

Buckley et al. (2007) 
considered data bias 
resulting from the process 

 Typically, only a subset of 
documents in a dataset 
will be judged for 

The authors argue in favor 
of modifications to the 
traditional pooling process 
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of pooling data, common 
in the construction of IR 
data sets, such as the 
AQUAINT test collection 
used in the TREC tasks. 

relevance by (human) 
annotators, for each topic 
(i.e., query) in the IR task. 
It is shown that when 
pools are small relative to 
the size of the entire set of 
documents (i.e., database 
or documents on the 
Web), pooled sets are 
typically biased in favor of 
documents that contain the 
words in the topic title.  

in order to construct 
unbiased datasets. In 
particular, samples/pools 
should include not only 
top-ranked (for relevance) 
documents but also those 
deeper into the systems’ 
rankings. 

Urbano (2016) also 
considers problems of bias 
in IR test collections. 
However, his focus is on 
the metrics commonly 
used to quantify the 
accuracy of a test 
collection of 
topics/documents. 

 Simulation experiments 
were conducted using 
several ad hoc and 
statistical measures of test 
collection reliability. It 
was found that most ad 
hoc measures 
underestimate test set 
reliability; thus, resulting 
in excessive investment in 
created annotated 
collections. Statistical 
measures were found to be 
more accurate, although 
on small test collections 
they also tended to 
underestimate reliability. 

 

Eickhoff (2018) considers 
the problem of cognitive 
biases in relevance 
judgments. He conducts 
crowdworker experiments 
using three public IR 
document collections. 

 The experiments test for 
evidence of four types of 
cognitive biases: 
anchoring, bandwagon 
effect, ambiguity and 
decoy effect. In particular, 
it is shown that 
bandwagon and decoy 
biases can occur 
unintentionally in 
crowdsourced relevance 
judgements, with 
consequences for the 
quality of the data. 

 

Lin et al. (2015) were 
interested in the use of 
crowdsourcing to generate 
descriptions of images. In 
particular, they studied the 
nature of the task - tagging 
images where an initial 
description was offered to 
the worker versus the task 
without an image 
description. 

 Experiments showed that 
the nature of the data 
collected differed in the 
two settings. Tags 
generated in the “with 
description” setting tended 
to be more diverse and 
specific. However, users 
were more likely to reuse 
their generated tags in the 
“no description” setting.  

 

Niu et al. (2015) aim to 
identify the inherent 
characteristics of 
human-labelled training 

 The authors investigate 
two characteristics of 
training data (document 
pair noise, document noise 

Guidelines are then 
suggested for the data 
labelling strategy, based 
on which learning 
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data that make them robust 
to noise (i.e., not 
problematic to 
learning-to-rank 
algorithms). 

ratio) and show how they 
correlate to three types of 
learning-to-rank 
algorithms (pointwise, 
pairwise, listwise 
methods). 

mechanism one will use to 
train the ranking model. 

Table 8: Data-based problems and solutions in IR articles. 
 
 
Model 
Many (i.e., 30) of the collected articles focus on the algorithmic model as a key (if not the only)                   
problem. Just as in the case of the data-focused articles, the solutions proposed fall into three                
classes: auditing, discrimination discovery and fairness. However, fairness solutions include both           
fairness sampling and  learning. 
 

Problem Auditing Discrimination discovery Fairness sampling / 
learning 

Social/Cultural diversity dimensions 

Kay et al. (2015), Magno 
et al. (2016), and 
Otterbacher et al. (2017) 
study the perpetuation of 
gender stereotypes in 
image search engines. 

In all three studies, sets of 
queries are submitted to 
search engines and the 
characteristics of the 
outputs are studied.  

Kay et al. document 
gender-based biases in 
Google’s portrayal of the 
professions. Magno et al. 
study the role of 
global/local factors in 
perpetuating stereotypes 
surrounding physical 
attractiveness. Otterbacher 
et al. document 
gender-based biases in 
Bing’s portrayal of 
character traits. 

 

Shandilya et al. (2018) 
consider extractive text 
summarization algorithms 
and the selection of textual 
units that reference 
sensitive attributes 
(political leaning, gender) 

 The authors show that 
summarization algorithms 
often violate notions of 
fairness; some attributes 
are underrepresented in 
the textual units selected 
for inclusion. 

 

Kilman-Silver et al. (2015) 
considers the influence of 
geolocation on Web 
search (Google) 
personalization. 

The authors collected 
Google results for 240 
queries over 30 days from 
59 different GPS 
coordinates. They showed 
that personalization results 
differ as a function of 
geographical distance, 
although this was 
dependent on the nature of 
the query. 

  

Badjatiya et al. (2019) 
examined hate speech 
detection algorithms and 

 Methods were proposed to 
quantify the extent to 
which sensitive words 

Step two involves a data 
correction method, in 
which the amount of 
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the stereotyping of 
sensitive attributes.  

(e.g., related to race, 
religion, sexual 
orientation, etc.) were 
stereotyped in the models. 
Step one of their solution 
is to detect sensitive 
words. 

information available to 
the classifier is reduced. 
Essentially, input text is 
converted to a simpler 
form. 

Diaz et al. (2018) studied 
age-based bias in text 
sentiment classification 
algorithms. 

 The algorithms were 
found to systematically 
associate texts using 
words related to older age, 
with negative sentiment, 
as compared to texts using 
words related to youth. 

The bias was addressed by 
balancing examples of 
positive/negative texts 
making references to 
young/old age. 

Language as diversity dimension 

Rafrafi et al. (2012) 
addressed bias in 
sentiment classification 
algorithms. The problem is 
that terms occurring 
frequently in the training 
data end up with 
overweighted polarity 
scores, relative to their 
actual subjectivities. 

  A method is proposed that 
penalizes document 
frequencies in the training 
data regularization 
process. The result is 
increased model accuracy. 

Davidson et al (2017) 
considers the problem of 
automated hate speech 
detection (classification) 
and the inadvertent 
influence of offensive 
words (that are not 
actually hate speech). 

  The authors introduce a 
three-way classification, 
which separates offensive 
languages from hate 
speech and neutral 
language.  

Information as diversity dimension 

Germano et al. (2019) 
focuses on 
popularity-based ranking 
mechanisms for news 
articles and their biases. 
 

 Through simulations and 
experiments with users, 
the authors uncover a 
surprising effect of 
popularity ranking - a 
“few-get-richer” effect. 
Items with a given signal / 
class (e.g., a particular 
political leaning) receive 
more traffic when there 
are fewer highly-ranked 
items with the signal. 
Authors conclude that this 
“few-get-richer” effect 
results in a systematic 
ranking bias - items from a 
smaller class are better 
ranked than those of the 
larger class. 

 

Bashir and Rauber (2011)  Using the TREC Chemical  
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investigates bias 
quantification in retrieval 
functions. 

Retrieval track, the authors 
study the relationship 
between query 
characteristics and 
document retrievability.  
Although the authors note 
that all retrieval functions 
have some bias, several 
characteristics of queries 
are found to 
increase/decrease bias of 
retrieval functions. 

Kulshrestha et al. (2017) 
presents a method to 
measure bias in searches 
for information on Twitter. 

The proposed auditing 
technique considers both 
the input bias and output 
bias. Input bias allows the 
researchers to understand 
what a user would see if 
shown a set of random 
items relevant to her 
query. The output bias 
isolates the bias of the 
ranking mechanism.  

  

A series of articles by 
Wilkie et al. considered 
the retrievability biases - 
where certain document 
characteristics make them 
more/likely to be found by 
the user - of retrieval 
systems. In Wilkie and 
Azzopardi (2014a), they 
examined the issue of 
fairness vs. performance. 
Wilkie and Azzopardi 
(2014b) considers specific 
measures of retrieval bias 
and the correlation to 
system performance. 
Wilkie and Azzopardi 
(2017) considers the issue 
of bias resulting from the 
process of pooling in the 
creation of test sets. 

 Wilkie and Azzopardi 
(2014a) shows a strong 
negative correlation 
between fairness in 
retrievability and system 
performance. Wilkie and 
Azzopardi (2014b), 
through extensive 
experiments on five TREC 
test sets and 10 
performance measures, 
shows a negative 
correlation between bias 
and performance. The 
2017 article investigated 
the retrievability of 
non-relevant and relevant 
documents. It is shown 
that good systems make 
more relevant documents 
more retrievable, but that 
this can occur at the 
expensive of diversity. 

 

Cho and Roy (2004) and 
Cho and Adams (2005) 
considered whether 
Google, though its use of 
PageRank, creates a bias 
for newly created web 
pages.  

 Cho and Roy (2004) 
document the impact of 
Google’s PageRank on 
newly created pages’ 
popularity. In Cho and 
Adams (2005), the authors 
propose formal definitions 
and metrics for page 
quality. They then conduct 
an experiment, which 
illustrates the bias against 
newly created, high 
quality Web pages. 
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Jiang et al. (2016) 
considers the problem of 
time-related bias in 
ranking mechanisms for 
the retrieval of scientific 
literature. 

  The authors propose to 
exploit heterogeneous 
sources of information 
from intra- and 
inter-network sources in 
ranking scientific literature 
as well as scientists with 
respect to one’s interests. 
The experiments show that 
the method outperforms 
PageRank and other 
approaches.  

Ortega and Aguillo (2014) 
compared two platforms 
for academic searches: 
Microsoft Academic 
Search and Google 
Scholar for finding 
relevant scientists. 

 771 Scholar profiles 
common to both platforms 
were compared. It was 
found that Google Scholar 
contained more 
information (on 
publications and citations), 
however, it was slanted 
toward the information 
and computing sciences, 
as compared to Microsoft. 

 

Robertson et al. (2019), 
treated Google and Bing’s 
auto-completion functions 
as black-box algorithms.  

They presented an 
auditing technique called 
“recursive algorithm 
interrogation.” They 
recursively submitted 
queries, and their resulting 
child queries, in order to 
create a network of the 
algorithm’s suggestions.  

  

Mowshowitz and 
Kawaguchi (2005) 
developed a method as 
well as metrics for 
quantifying search engine 
bias.  

 Using a large set of search 
queries, they constructed a 
“fair results set,” which 
consisted of the 
distribution of URLs 
obtained for a given query, 
across a number of 
different search engines. 
Bias of a given engine 
could then be quantified, 
as the distance between 
the distribution of URLs 
returned for a given query, 
and that of the “fair” set. 

 

Political affiliation / leaning as diversity dimension 

Robertson et al. (2018) 
audited Google search 
engine result pages 
(SERPs) of study 
participants for evidence 
of filter bubble effects. 

Participants in the study 
completed a questionnaire 
on their political leaning 
and used a browser 
extension allowing the 
researchers to collect their 
SERPs.  

The researchers found 
little evidence of filter 
bubble effects, but they 
did find that left-leaning 
articles tended to be lower 
ranked in SERPs and that 
Google’s rankings favored 
right-leaning content. 
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Hu et al. (2019) audited 
Google SERPs snippets, 
for evidence of 
partisanship. The 
generation of snippets is a 
black-box process. 

Using a collection of 
partisan search queries, the 
researchers collected 
SERPs with the snippets, 
as well as the source Web 
pages. Comparing the 
pages to the snippets, the 
researchers found 
evidence that snippets 
amplify partisanship.  

  

Le et al. (2019) audit 
Google News Search for 
evidence of reinforcing a 
user’s presumed 
partisanship. 

Using a sock-puppet 
technique, the browser 
first visited a political web 
page, and then continued 
on to conduct a Google 
news search. The results 
of the audit suggested 
significant reinforcement 
of inferred partisanship via 
personalization. 

  

Jiang et al. (2019) aimed 
to investigate the process 
of comment moderation 
(both automated and 
human) on YouTube 
videos with partisan 
content. 

 The authors analyzed a 
dataset of 258 political 
videos, with a total of 84k 
comments. They found 
that overall, comments on 
right-leaning videos were 
more likely to receive 
moderation. However, 
when controlling for other 
factors such as the 
presence of hate speech in 
comments, no political 
bias was found. 

 

Table 9: Model-based problems and solutions in IR articles.  
 
 
Third Party 
Many IR articles focus on the influence of human factors in resulting information biases.              
However, IR researchers tend to focus on the end-user of an IR system or tool, rather than third                  
parties who influence the system behaviours more generally (for other users). These shall be              
analyzed below (Input/Output). 
 
Fairness 
We have collected only one IR publication that focuses on the problem of the fairness constraints                
that might be used to improve the system. Interestingly, this article, “Towards a fair marketplace:               
Counterfactual evaluation of the trade-off between relevance, fairness & satisfaction in           
recommendation systems,” (Mehrotra et al., 2018), while published in a venue we considered to              
represent an IR community (ACM CIKM), has both an IR and recommendation systems “flavor.”  
 
This paper investigates the difficult issue of two-sided platforms, which should satisfy not only              
the end-user requesting information (e.g., a consumer looking for a purchase recommendation),            
but also the supplier of the information or product in question. In other words, the problem is to                  
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identify the appropriate fairness constraints on the system’s recommendations to the user. The             
solution is fairness learning; a conceptual and computational framework is proposed by the             
authors, in order to evaluate different policies. In particular, the authors consider trade-offs             
between the relevance of the recommendation to the user, and fairness to both parties involved. 
 
Input/Output 
Several of the IR articles collected considered aspects of the user’s behaviour (as evidenced from               
the input/query or her interaction with the system output) might be problematic. Discrimination             
discovery (implicit), was almost exclusively the solution being proposed in the articles focusing             
on the user behaviour as the research problem. 
 
Systematic differences in what people search 
Two articles focused on characterizing significant trends in the types of information people             
search, as a function of their sensitive and/or demographic attributes. In a sense, these patterns               
represent “user bias” that can be exploited for improving system performance. For instance,             
noting the need for focused Web advertising and improved personalization, Weber and Castillo             
(2010) conducted a study of user search habits, which involved a large-scale analysis of Web logs                
from Yahoo!. Using the logs, as well as users’ profile information and US-census information              
(e.g., average income within a given zip code) the authors were able to characterize the typical                
behaviours of various segments of the population.  
 
Similarly, Yom-Tov (2019) used search query logs to characterize the differences in the way that               
users of different ages, genders and income brackets, formulate health-related queries. His driving             
concern was the ability to discover user cohorts - users with similar profiles who are looking for                 
the same information, in this case, information concerning a health condition. The analysis across              
three query data sets, revealed significant differences in query formulation, with women in             
particular executing significant more queries than men, and also using significant longer queries.             
Given these differences, Yom-Tov noted the importance of careful creation of user cohorts, which              
are demographically representative of the users that the models will eventually serve. 
 
Pal and colleagues (2012) considered the identification of experts in the context of a              
question-answering community. Their analysis revealed that as compared to other users with less             
expertise, experts exhibited significant selection biases in their engagement with content. They            
proposed to exploit this bias in a probabilistic model, to identify both current and potential               
experts. Finally, in a study of information exposure on the Mendeley platform for sharing              
academic research, Thelwall and Maflahi (2015) illustrated a “home-country” bias. Articles were            
significant more likely to be read by users in the home country of the authors, as compared to                  
users located in other countries.  
 
 
Cognitive and/or perception biases in selecting / attending to information 
Other articles in our collection focus on biases that arise from the manner in which information is                 
presented to users, in combination with the user’s own cognition and/or perception. For example,              
Jansen and Resnick (2006) studied the behaviours of 56 participants engaged in e-commerce             
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search tasks. The study was non-invasive as the researchers analyzed the log data collected, with               
the goal of understanding users’ perceptions of sponsored versus unsponsored (organic) Web            
links. The links suggested by the search engine were manipulated in order to control content and                
quality. Even controlling for these factors, it was shown that users have a strong preference for                
organic Web links. In a similar vein, Bar-Ilan et al. (2009) conducted a user experiment to                
examine the effect of position in a search engine results page. Across a variety of queries and                 
synthetic orderings of the results, they demonstrated a strong placement bias; a result’s placement,              
along with a small effect on its source, is the main determinant of perceived quality. 
 
Nikolov et al. (2019) used a Yahoo! Toolbar dataset to study biases in users’ exposure to                
information. In particular, they consider and develop metrics for, homogeneity bias (i.e., the             
tendency to limit one’s set of information sources) and popularity bias (i.e., the tendency to rely                
primarily on top sites). Exposure biases were characterized across popular Web platforms. For             
instance, social media and new sites tend to suffer from more popularity bias, while search               
engines helped to expose users to more diverse sources of information. 
 
Finally, Yu et al. (2017) noted that a novelty bias can impact a researcher’s ability to accurately                 
interpret user search log data. They argued that users are more likely to click on novel documents                 
rather than those viewed as redundant, even when they are not high quality / of high relevance. To                  
this end, they model user click behaviour using utility theory, and illustrate in their experiments               
that this improves click-stream data interpretation.  
 
User beliefs about / during search 
Another cluster of user-based studies concerned the impact of users’ beliefs about search and/or              
during a search for information. Kodama et al. (2017) assessed young people’s mental models of               
the Google search engine, through a drawing task. Many informants anthropomorphized Google,            
and few focused on inferring its internal workings. The authors called for a better understanding               
of young people’s conceptions of search tools, so as to better design information literacy              
interventions and programs.  
 
Ryen White, of Microsoft Research, has published extensively on the dynamic interaction            
between users’ beliefs before, during and after a search, particularly when trying to find              
information to answer health-related queries. In an initial study (White, 2014), a user study              
focused on finding yes-no answers to medical questions, showed that users’ pre-search beliefs are              
rarely changed; when they are changed it is typically in the direction of “yes.” It was also clear                  
that pre-search beliefs influence users search behaviours. For instance, those with strong beliefs             
pre-search, are less likely to explore the results page, thus reinforcing the above-mentioned             
positioning bias. A follow-up study by White and Horvitz (2015) looked more specifically at              
users’ beliefs on the efficacy of medical treatments, and how these beliefs could be influenced by                
a Web search. The Cochrane collection of medical meta-analyses was used as ground truth on the                
efficacy judgments. The results echoed the previous study, in that users’ pre-search beliefs shaped              
their information behaviours. To that end, they provided insights on how to model users’ beliefs               
during a search for medical treatments, to provide better, more personalized search results. 
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Finally, Otterbacher et al. (2018) described a user study in which participants were shown image               
search results for queries on personal traits (e.g., “sensitive person,” “intelligent person”). Some             
result sets were relatively gender-neutral, while others were heavily skewed toward reinforcing            
the predominant prescriptive gender stereotype of the warm / agentic woman/man. Users were             
asked to evaluate the search results on a number of aspects, including the extent to which they                 
were “biased.” They also completed a common psychological test to measure of sexism. It was               
shown that more sexist users (both men and women) were less likely to report a heavily                
gender-biased results set. 
 
User / system interaction 
Several studies considered the interaction between the user and a system, or a particular system               
component, as possible insight in solving information biases. Mitra et al. (2014) presented the              
first large-scale study of users’ interaction with the auto-complete function of Bing. Through an              
analysis of query logs, they found evidence of a position bias (i.e., users were more likely to                 
engage with higher-ranked suggestions). They were also more likely to engage with            
auto-complete after having typed at least half of their query. In a follow-up study, Hofmann et al.                 
(2014) conducted an eye-tracking study with Bing users. In half of their queries, users were               
shown ranked auto-complete suggestions; in the other half the suggestions were random. The             
authors again confirmed the position bias in the auto-complete results, across both ranking             
conditions. They found that the quality of the auto-complete suggestions affected search            
behaviours; in the random setting users visited more pages in order to complete their search task. 
 
Epstein et al. (2017) aimed to develop solutions for the Search Engine Manipulation Effect              
(SEME), citing recent evidence of its impact on the views of undecided voters in the political                
context. In a large-scale online experiment with 3,600 users in 39 countries, they showed that               
manipulating the rankings in political searchers can shift users’ expressed voting preferences by             
up to 39%. However, providing users with a “bias alert,” which informed them that “the current                
page of search rankings you are viewing appears to be biased in favor of [name of candidate],”                 
reduced the shift to 22%. They found that this could be reduced even more when more detailed                 
bias alerts were provided to users. Nonetheless, they reported that SEME cannot be completely              
eliminated with this type of intervention, and suggest instituting an “equal-time” rule such as that               
used in traditional media advertisements. 
 
Finally, Maxwell et al. (2019) investigated the influence of result diversification on users’ search              
behaviours. Diversification is meant to reduce search engine biases by exposing users to a broader               
coverage of information on their topic of interest. A within-subject study with 51 users was               
performed, using the TREC AQUAINT collection. Two types of search tasks - ad hoc versus               
aspectual - were assigned to each user, and each performed tasks using a non-diversified IR               
system as well as a diversified system. Results indicated significant differences in users’ search              
behaviours between the two systems, with users executing more queries, but examining fewer             
documents when using the diversified system on the aspectual (i.e., more complex) task.  
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5.2.2 Diversity dimensions in the IR literature 
As previously mentioned, although the CyCAT remit is to study social and cultural biases in               
algorithmic systems, we included in our survey articles focusing on information biases. Perhaps             
unsurprisingly, more than half of the articles (31) we found on biases in IR systems concerned the                 
nature of the information presented to users and how certain characteristics of the information              
was impacted by algorithmic mitigation, without any consideration of the user’s (or the             
information’s) social or cultural characteristics. In such articles, we considered information itself            
to be the diversity dimension of interest in the research.  
 
For instance, an early work by Mowshowitz and Kawaguchi (2005), proposed a method of              
quantitatively measuring search engine bias, by comparing the results retrieved across a number             
of search engines, based on a large set of queries. As a second example, Hofmann and colleagues                 
(2014) considered users’ interactions with the query auto-complete feature in a search engine.             
They identified a position bias, which resulted in users more often following the first suggestions,               
regardless of their actual quality. In summary, much of the work on algorithmic biases in the IR                 
literature focuses on how algorithmic processes can result in systematic biases in terms of the               
information accessed by users.  
 
Algorithmic biases rooted in social and cultural dimensions are less often the subject of research               
in the area of IR. Nonetheless, we identified several other dimensions being described in the               
articles in our repository. Below, we summarize the diversity dimensions examined in the             
collection of IR articles, and provide an example of each.  6

 
● Age (2) 

Yom-Tov (2019) was concerned with the ability of a search engine to identify cohorts of users,                
based on their input queries. In this study, a cohort referred to individuals having the same health                 
condition, searching for relevant information. The author detected systematic differences in the            
textual queries, based on user age, gender and income, which pose challenges for the creation of                
user cohorts that are balanced and representative, and ultimately, could affect the perceived             
fairness of search engine results. 
 

● Culture (1) 
Callahan and Herring (2011), considering Wikipedia as a data source for training algorithmic             
processes, studied cultural biases across language editions. In particular, they compared a set of              
articles on famous persons (both Polish and American), described in the English vs. Polish              
language editions of Wikipedia. Despite the fact that Wikipedia has a ‘neutral point of view’               
policy, numerous cultural biases were found, such as using a more positive tone for in-group               
persons, and a tendency for the English Wikipedia to include more personal information about the               
target person. 
 

● Gender (8) 

6 Note that because some articles address multiple diversity dimensions, the total number of cases exceeds                
the number of articles studied.  
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In a study of Google image search, Kay and colleagues (2015) found gender-based biases in terms                
of the portrayal of the professions. For a given profession (e.g., “doctor,” “nurse”), they compared               
the gender distribution in retrieved images, based on the profession query, to published U.S.              
labour statistics. They demonstrated that gender stereotypes were not only perpetuated in the             
image search results, they were even more extreme than expected, based on labour statistics. 
 

● Information (31) 
(Examples above.) 
 

● Language / linguistic (2) 
There are two examples of language-based biases in our repository; both articles examine             
sentiment classification on texts. In Rafrafi et al. (2012), the authors offer a means to address                
document frequency bias. They note that when using linear supervised classifiers to train a              
polarity detection algorithm, that terms occurring frequently in the input texts end up being              
overweighted, compared to their actual subjectivities. In contrast, Davidson et al. (2017) address             
bias in classification algorithms for hate speech detection. This discrimination discovery work            
demonstrates a tendency for offensive speech to be classified as hate speech inadvertantly. It also               
shows that sexist language is less likely to be deemed hate speech, as compared to racist and                 
homophobic speech. 
 

● Minority status (1) 
Dixon et al. (2018) considers text classification for “toxic” language, which is trained on              
Wikipedia talk pages. They discover a bias related to words associated with minority status (e.g.,               
“Muslim” or “gay”), in that texts containing these words are more likely to be classified as being                 
toxic, regardless of the ground truth. The problem lies in the training data, which over-represents               
cases of toxic text with these words. 
 

● National origin (1) 
Thelwall and Maflahi (2015) considers the issue of reader exposure on the academic sharing              
platform, Mendeley. Their focus is on how reader behaviours could lead to articles systematically              
having more/less exposure. They show that articles are disproportionately read by users in the              
home country of the author(s). 
 

● Political affiliation / leaning (8) 
Given the importance of information access systems in the political process, it is unsurprising that               
several articles examined algorithmic system biases based on political leaning (either that of the              
respective user, or that conveyed in the relevant content). In an auditing study on Google search,                
Robertson et al. (2018) asked participants to install a browser extension collecting their search              
engine results pages (SERPs). The researchers were looking for evidence of ‘filter bubble’ effects,              
but instead found that generally, left-leaning results were more likely than right-leaning results to              
be positioned in lower-ranking positions on the SERPs. Another example is the work on Jiang and                
colleagues (2019), which considered algorithmic moderation on YouTube comments made on           
political videos. The research question concerned whether or not there was evidence of political              
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bias; however, while authors found more moderation at right-leaning videos, once the presence of              
factors such as hate speech were controlled, there was no evidence of political bias. 
 

● Race (1) 
Shen et al. (2018) considered the problem of stylistic bias in sentiment analysis algorithms. In               
particular, they were concerned with the use of African-American English (AAE). They found             
that a text containing markers of AAE was significantly more likely to be deemed as having                
negative sentiment, as compared to a semantically equivalent text, containing no markers of AAE.              
They proposed a translation process for input data, in order to mitigate the algorithmic bias. 
 

● Sensitive attributes (3) 
Some articles do not consider a particular social or cultural attribute, but rather more generally,               
focus on sensitive attributes more generally. For instance, Kliman-Silver et al. (2015) examined             
the influence of the user’s geolocation (a proxy for many sensitive attributes including income,              
social status, or even race) on the ranked results returned to her during a personalized search for                 
information. A similar example is found in Weber and Castillo’s (2010) work, who study web               
search logs in order to uncover correlations between users’ queries and their sensitive             
demographic attributes. 
 

5.2.3 Summary of IR literature 
In summary, we can make the following observations concerning the research trends to date in the                
IR literature: 

● Diversity dimensions: Information bias is more of a concern in the core IR venues, as               
compared to social / cultural biases. 

● Research focused on social / cultural biases in IR systems, can be found in more               
interdisciplinary journals and conferences, such as JASIST or AAAI ICWSM. 

● Three key problem areas have been explored in the IR literature: data-, model- and              
user-based problems. 

● Solutions being proposed for data- and model-based problems in IR systems include            
auditing, discrimination discovery, as well as fairness (sampling and learning). However,           
in user-focused studies, the emphasis is exclusively on discrimination discovery.  

 
 

5.3 Recommender Systems 
In total, 37 papers from the target RecSys publications were archived, about 10% were found to                
be irrelevant after they were reviewed. The publication venues were extremely diverse. The             
largest number of papers, five, came from the FAT conference proceedings. In parallel to the               
previous sections, Section 5.3.1 presents the problems / solutions explored in these papers, while              
Section 5.3.2 details the diversity dimensions of interest.  
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5.3.1 Problems examined / solutions proposed in RecSys 
 
Data 
Studies in RecSys showed classical FAT-related problems resulting from imbalanced datasets and            
correlation between protected attributes and various proxies. Recommender systems are the           
domain where the issues of FAT appeared to begin with and hence there is no surprise that this                  
characterises data-related problems of RecSys. 
 

Problem Auditing Discrimination discovery Fairness sampling 

Wachs et al. (2017) 
aimed to show the effect 
of genderness on success 
in Dribbble ( a social 
community for 
user-made artwork). 

 The researchers found 
correlation between users 
skills and network 
structure on social 
community and their 
gender. For revealing user 
gender they used user 
names or her photo. 

 

Chakraborty et al. (2017) 
aimed to understand who 
made trends. 

 The authors showed that 
under-represented 
population from certain 
demographic groups 
(race/gender/age) does not 
make trending topics. 

 

Celis et al. (2019) 
embedded polarization in 
the personalization 
algorithms. 

  The authors used clusters 
centers as arms in their 
bandit algorithm. 

Table 10: Data-based problems and solutions in RecSys articles.  
 
Model 
 
Only a few studies in RecSys related publications somehow tried to examine the fairness of the                
model itself. 
 
 

Problem Auditing Discrimination discovery Fairness sampling 

Bellogin et al. (2017) 
studied statistical biases in 
the evaluation metrics of 
recommender systems. 

 The authors referred to 
popularity and sparsity 
biases in metrics. 

 

Eslami et al. (2017) aimed 
to understand how users 
perceived  and managed 
biases in reviews 

The authors used a 
cross-platform audit 
technique that analyzed 
online ratings. This 
method is used to analyze 
the behaviour of the 
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algorithm according to 
different inputs, where it 
should not behave 
differently 

Hannak et al. (2017) found 
that  TaskRabbit and 
Fiverr are affected by 
gender and racial biases. 

In their study authors 
performed scraping audit 
(on crawled data). 

  

Table 11: Model-based problems and solutions in RecSys articles.  
 
Third Party 
 
Discrimination by third parties seems to be challenging in algorithmic systems, not only but also               
in RecSys. 
 

Problem Auditing Discrimination discovery Fairness sampling 

Speicher et al (2018) claim 
and show that advertisers 
in Facebook can 
discriminate populations  

 The authors claim that the 
fact that Facebook 
disallow the use of 
attributes such as ethnic 
affinity by advertisers 
when targeting ads related 
to housing or employment 
or financial services is not 
enough and that there 
discrimination measures 
should be based on the 
targeted population and 
not on the attributes used 
for targeting 

 

Zhang (2015) examined 
what kinds of personal 
data mobile apps share, in 
addition to geolocation 
information, and how 
often. 

They propose ways for 
limiting the sensitive 
attributes sharing between 
apps and discuss the lack 
of formal regulation from 
the government side. 

  

Ribeiro et al 2018. On 
Microtargeting Socially 
Divisive Ads: A Case 
Study of Russia-Linked 
Ad Campaigns on 
Facebook - Targeting 
specific social groups with 
malicious ads using 
Facebook ads targeting 
service 

   

Edelman (2017) found   
discrimination in  
accepting applications in   
AirB&B 

 In an experiment on    
Airbnb, applications from   
guests with distinctively   
African American names   
are 16 percent less likely     
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to be accepted relative to     
identical guests with   
distinctively white names.   
Discrimination occurs  
among landlords of all    
sizes, including small   
landlords sharing the   
property and larger   
landlords with multiple   
properties. It is most    
pronounced among hosts   
who have never had an     
African American guest,   
suggesting only a subset of     
hosts discriminate.  

Table 12: Problems and solutions concerning Third Parties in RecSys articles. 
 
Fairness 
 
Fairness is an important issue in RecSys and indeed, about 25% of the papers that were reviewed                 
considered fairness in aspects of RecSys. 
 

Problem Fairness Certification Fairness Sampling Fairness Learning 

Karako and Manggala   
(2018) incorporated  
fairness in the ranked    
results to improve   
precision. 

 Gender-based fraction of   
labeled images in the data     
set 

Post-processing step for   
recommender system 

Leonhardt et al. (2018)    
pointed out on trade-off    
between recommendation  
diversity and user fairness 

  Post-processing for  
recommendation results 

Mehrotra et al. (2018)    
proposed a personalization   
recommender system,  
balancing between user   
satisfaction, relevance and   
fairness. 

  Providing fairness weights   
according to artist   
popularity  

Chakraborty et al.   
(Equality of voice, 2018)  

  Weighting of  
crowdsourced 
recommendations to  
balance out the effects of     
the silent majority,   
multiple voters and vote    
splitting for similar items 
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Zehlike et al. (FA*IR,    
2018) 

  Adjusting a top-k ranking    
algorithm to provide   
fairness for  
underrepresented groups  
(race, gender, disability,   
etc.) where a minimum    
representation is  
prescribed by law 

Singh and Joachims   
(2018) 

  Top-k ranking under   
fairness constraints  

Ekstrand et al. (2018)    
researched effect of   
demographics on  
evaluation metrics in   
recommender systems. 

 The authors randomly   
sampled the same number    
of male and female users. 

 

Xiao et al. (2017) Fairness     
in group recommendation 

 The authors considered the    
issue of fairness in group     
recommendation and  
suggest an optimization   
framework for  
fairness-aware group 
recommendation.  

 

Table 13: Problems and solutions concerning Fairness in RecSys articles. 
 
Input/Output 
 
Table 14 analyzes the three articles that concerned biases in the Inputs and/or Outputs of RecSys. 
 

Problem Recsys Inputs Outputs 

Sweeney (2013) bias in ad     
server recommendations  
caused by positive   
reinforcement of  
discriminatory ads  
accessed when searching   
for black names 

Ad server Small samples of names    
with a proven racial bias     
compared with  
non-racially identifiable  
names 

Ads for discovery of    
criminal records  
disproportionately 
displayed for black   
identified names 

Ali et al. (2019) detected     
significantly skewed ad   
delivery on gender and    
racial lines in ads for     
employment and housing. 

Ad server Facebook profiles Ads for employment and    
housing 

Rosenblat and Stark   
(2016) investigated Uber’s   

Uber Drivers profiles and   
history 

Drivers ratings  
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drivers perception of the    
application 

Table 14: Problems and solutions concerning the system’s Input/Output in RecSys articles. 
  
Explanation promotion 
 
This aspect seems to be particularly important in the research on RecSys. In this domain the need                 
for explanation and transparency as means to increase trust in what is considered “black box”               
systems and increase their acceptance (and even their performance) is commonly agreed and             
indeed a large number of papers (about 40%) dealt with explanation promotion and its              
importance. 
 

Solution Explainability 
promotion 

White Box Black Box 

Kouki et al   
(2019)Personalized 
Explanations for Hybrid   
Recommender Systems 

The authors propose a    
system that generates   
personalized explanation  
to users of Hybrid    
(content-based and  
collaborative) 
recommender systems 

  

ZHIYONG et al 2018. The     
authors present a study    
about Explainable  
Recommendation by  
Leveraging Reviews and   
Images 

   

Nunes, I., & Jannach, D.     
(2017) presented a   
systematic review on   
explanations for  
recommendations in  
decision support systems. 

The authors proposed a    
taxonomy of concepts that    
are required for providing    
explanations. 

  

Abdollahi, B., & Nasraoui,    
O. (2018) proposed a    
taxonomy of explanation   
styles for various   
recommendations. 

The authors proposed a    
taxonomy of explanations   
styles. 

 Explanations of both   
model and an outcome    
(recommendations). 

Bountouridis et al. (2019)    
proposed a simulation   
framework of news   
consumption that took into    
consideration an article   
content and prominence.. 

The authors provided a    
simulation framework for   
visualization effects of   
recommender systems to   
the content providers. 
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ter Hoeve et al. (2017) on      
the need and desire for     
explanations of content   
delivered by a news server 

The authors discovered   
that users want   
explanations, but don’t   
know what type of    
explanation is preferable,   
and that the presence or     
absence of an explanation    
does not impact the click     
through rate 

  

Wang et al. (2018) give an      
algorithm to generate   
explanations of  
recommendations by  
analyzing the record of    
user text based opinions 

  Explanations are not based    
on analysis of the    
recommender algorithm  
(black box), but rather on     
user opinions and   
evaluation of previous   
purchases 

Stoica et al. (2018) studies     
the effect of gender,    
homophily and growth   
dynamics under social   
recommendations. 

The authors analyzed   
Instagram network to   
understand the effect of    
gender and homophily,   
and showed the existence    
of an algorithmic glass    
ceiling. 

  

Eslami et al. (2018)    
investigated how making   
algorithmic process more   
transparent may affect   
users’ perceptions towards   
ads and platforms. 

The authors found that    
from one side users    
preferred interpretable and   
non-creepy explanations,  
however, from the other    
side, after getting those    
they understood that ads    
are much worse then they     
used to think. 

  

Konstan and Riedl (2012)    
in a review of    
recommender systems  
discuss the general issue    
of keeping the user in     
control and the need for     
transparency and  
explanations as a way to     
increase trust in   
recommender systems 

A strength of   
recommender systems is   
that they reduce the    
workload on users who 
are overwhelmed by the    
choices available to them.    
However, users are often    
more 
satisfied when they are    
given control over how the     
recommender functions on   
their 
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behalf—even, in some   
cases, when that control    
increases the effort   
required of them, and    
when the resulting   
recommendations are  
objectively less accurate.   
The sweet spot is    
recommenders that  
balance serving users   
effectively, while ensuring   
that the users have the     
control they desire.  

Cheng et. al. (2019) aims     
to show that enhancing the     
limited transparency of   
matrix factorization based   
recommendation with  
images has a positive    
impact on the prediction    
accuracy - hence   
implicitly suggest that   
transparency improves the   
performance of  
recommenders 

The authors coded items’    
images as part of items     
representation and  
demonstrated improved  
recommendation 

  

Andreou et al. (2018) 
evaluated Facebook 
explanations for ADs 
recommendation their 
results show that ad 
explanations are often 
incomplete and sometimes 
misleading while data 
explanations are often 
incomplete and vague  

   

Table 15: Promoting explanation / interpretability in RecSys articles. 
 

5.3.2 Diversity dimensions in Recommender Systems (RecSys) 
Below the diversity dimensions examined in our collection of RecSys articles are summarized and              
exemplified. 
 

● Information (7 articles) 
 

Cañamares and Castells (2007) examined popularity biases (i.e., how basing recommendations on            
other user’s tastes might affect the information presented to others). Nunes and Jannach (2017)              
suggested a taxonomy of explanations in recommender systems. For example, content-tailored           
explanations suppose to explain recommendations according to users interests, expertise or           
current context. Karako and Manggala (2018) incorporated fairness in the image ranking. They             
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chose a sample of labeled images, based on gender, though their method is suitable for any                
information. Leonhardt et al. (2018) argued about diversity of recommender system results            
(movies recommendations in their case). Abdollahi and Nasraoui (2018) researched a diversity in             
explanation styles of recommendations. Mehrotra et al. (2018) considered artists popularity as a             
weighting for fairness. Bellogin et al. (2017) studied the effects of sparsity and popularity bias on                
evaluation metrics in recommender systems. Bountouridis et al. (2019) proposed a simulation            
framework of news consumption that took into consideration an article content and prominence.             
They also used long-tail diversity and unexpectedness diversity. Stoica et al. (2018) researched a              
diversity of the network - Instagram users. Rosenblat and Stark (2016) investigated driver             
perception regarding Uber application, given drivers profiles and their history performance.           
Eslami et al. (2018) aimed to understand why ads are presented to specific user. They discovered                
that users preferred to get explanations included specific information that an advertiser used to              
target an ad, however they should not be “creepy”. 
 
Chakraborty et al. (2018) attempt to find a fair ranking for crowd sourced recommendations              
taking into account that the vast majority of potential voters are silent, that some people vote                
multiple times, and that votes for similar topics are split, leading to a bias towards extreme                
viewpoints. They suggest a system that is widely applicable to k-best rankings and eliminates the               
biasing due to the issues above. 
 
 

● Gender (3) 
 

In a study of social community for user-made artworks (Dribble), Wachs et al. (2017) found               
gender-based biases in user success and popularity on this platform. For a given Dribble user               
profile, using their username, they revealed the real user name from Twitter. Then they inferred               
gender from the real name. Authors found that differences in skills and social network structure               
also affected by gender-based differences. 
 
Ali et al. (2019) detected significantly skewed ad delivery on gender lines in facebook ads for                
employment and housing. Hannak et al. (2017) found that TaskRabbit and Fiverr are affected by               
gender and racial biases: “perceived gender and race are significantly correlated with worker             
evaluations”. 
 

● Race (3) 
 

Sweeney (2013) investigated the advertising recommendations by an ad server when searching            
for particular names in Google and Reuters search engines. She found that ads for services               
providing criminal records on names were significantly more likely to be served if the name               
search was on a typically black first name (like Latanya). The paper gives informal accounts of                
techniques for detecting and remedying such biases in the ad server. 
 
Ali et al. (2019) detected significantly skewed ad delivery on racial lines in facebook ads for                
employment and housing. Hannak et al. (2017) found that TaskRabbit and Fiverr are affected by               
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gender and racial biases: “perceived gender and race are significantly correlated with worker             
evaluations.” Edelman (2017) showd ethnicity/race based discrimination in Air B&B          
applications. However, it does not seem that the system is the origin of the discrimination. 
 

● Sensitive attributes (3) 
 

Chakraborty et al. (2017) examined the influence of the user’s demographics (race, age and              
gender) on the trends promotion on Twitter. Zang et al. (2015) analyzed how frequent mobile               
apps share user geolocation and whether they share other sensitive attributes. Celis et al. (2019)               
embedded polarization in the personalization algorithms. As one of the data sets they use online               
news articles that are conservative or liberal. Zelike et al. (2018) provide a way of ensuring                
individuals with protected status achieve required levels of representation in a ranking algorithm,             
without compromising on the utility of the ranking. Singh and Joachims (2018) also provide an               
algorithm for ranking under fairness constraints. Eslami et al. (2017) aimed to detect biases in the                
algorithm according to different sensitive attributes.  
 

● Language / linguistic (1) 
 

Hannak et al. (2018) measured linguistic biases in reviews on TaskRabbit and Fiverr to detect               
abstract and subjective language. 
 

● Minority status (1) 
 

Bountouridis et al. (2019) considered long-tail diversity in their simulation framework of news             
consumption. 
 

● Age (1) 
 

Ekstrand et al. (2018) found a demographic (age, gender) differences in recommender accuracy.             
Moreover, they claimed that demographic effects interacted with the popularity bias. 
 

5.3.3 Summary of RecSys literature 
 
As far as diversity dimensions, a large number of dimensions was represented in the RecSys               
review. However, the RecSys literature seems to be a bit limited; first of all, about 10% of the                  
papers we found using our current methodology were found to be irrelevant. The remaining              
papers are a diverse set of papers dealing with FAT related aspects in RecSys, but somehow it                 
gives the feeling that this is just the tip of the iceberg in this area. The vast majority of the papers                     
(13 out of 37) investigated and motivated the need for explanations as a way to increase users’                 
trust in RecSys and also improve RecSys performance. Explanation promotion stands out as             
characterising the RecSys domain, as it is an issue that has been pointed out and discussed for                 
many years in the RecSys literature, as a tool that can increase users’ trust and improve the                 
performance of RecSys.  
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5.4 Human-Computer Interaction 
 
In total, 25 articles from the target HCI publications were archived. The majority of the articles                
were published at the ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (11 articles)              
and other related conferences e.g., ACM Intelligent User Interfaces (3 articles) and ACM             
Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work and Social Media (2 articles).  
 
 
5.4.1 Problems examined / solutions proposed in HCI 
 
Among the literature we examined, we came across a paper that was proposing a conceptual               
framework for making transparency clear (Springer & Whittaker, 2019). In their work they are              
proposing that transparency can be achieved in two ways, through explainability and auditability.             
In their framework, explainability builds on user experience and enhances trust with the system              
and auditability can provide third parties the opportunity to test algorithmic outputs and identify              
biases and possible fairness issues. Furthermore, Shin and Park (2019) stress the importance of              
helping the user to understand algorithmic affordances in the adoption and use of a system. They                
have identified that the user experience is affected by the lack of system’s transparency and               
statistically proven that fairness, accountability and transparency in algorithmic systems can help            
the user to understand how the system takes decision e.g., recommendations and effectively             
develop trust to the system.  
 
Data 
 
In the HCI research we have found only one paper that looked into experimenting with training                
data. However, in this study Johnson et al (2017), are initially analysing data collected from               
Twitter before they manipulated this and use them as training data. The outcome of this study                
suggests that bias, in some cases, occurs not only in the training data but at the structural elements                  
of the algorithm itself.  
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Problem Auditing Discrimination 
discovery 

Fairness sampling 

Demographics Discrimination dimension 

Johnson et al. (2017) 
looked into the problem of 
biases based on 
demographics in social 
media used algorithms. 

They have used twitter 
API to retrieve geotagged 
content for this study 

The authors identified 
that demographic 
(urban-rural) 
algorithmic biases exist 
for rural users, where 
both algorithms 
(text-based and network 
based) performed worst 
compared to urban 
users. It is interesting 
that even after balancing 
the data or oversampling 
there was a bias towards 
urban users. 

The outcome of this work 
suggests that bias in some 
cases occurs not only in the 
training data but at the 
structural elements of the 
algorithm itself. 

Table 16: Data-focused studies in the HCI literature. 
 
Model 
 
Four papers looked into the algorithmic model of a system. All four papers report some kind of                 
discrimination discovery that was detected. Three papers report gender and/or age bias and one is               
looking into race, socioeconomic status, touching also on location and ethnicity. All papers touch              
on the model being the problem in generating the discrimination, however, for example in Brown               
et al. (2019), it is difficult to know for sure that the training data did not also play their part.  
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Problem Auditing Discrimination 
discovery 

Fairness sampling 

Gender & Age Diversity dimensions 

Chen et al. (2018) in their 
work looked into 
gender-based inequalities 
in the context of resume 
search engines. 

  The authors looked into 
direct and indirect 
discrimination by a 
system towards its users. 
Direct discrimination 
happens when the 
system is explicitly using 
the inferred gender or 
other attributes to rank 
candidates, while 
indirect discrimination is 
when the system 
unintentionally is 
discriminating over its 
users. The results show 
that the system under 
review is indirectly 
discriminating against 
females however, it does 
not implicitly using 
gender as a parameter. 

  

Salminen et al. (2019) 
investigated the presence 
of demographic bias in 
automatically generated 
data driven personas. 

  They discovered that the 
more personas they 
generated the more 
diverse the sample was 
becoming in terms of 
gender and age 
representation. Most 
notably, in low numbers 
of generated personas 
biases are increased. 

Practitioners who use data 
generated personas should 
consider the possibility of 
unintentional bias in the data 
they use, that consequently 
are transferred to the 
personas they generate. 
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Keyes (2018) identified 
the problem of Automatic 
Gender Recognition in 
HCI research and how the 
approaches followed until 
recently are discriminating 
upon trans gendered 
people 

  The consequences that 
this perspective will 
have when incorporated 
to real world 
applications. 

For systems to be fair 
towards the trans gender 
direction, Keyes suggests 
alternatives to automatic 
gender recognition and 
development of more 
inclusive approaches to 
evaluate and infer gender. 

Race & Socioeconomic Status Diversity dimensions 

A qualitative study was 
performed by Brown et al 
(2019) for understanding 
the public’s perspective on 
algorithmic decision 
making in public services. 

  Many participants 
mentioned 
discrimination and bias 
based on race, ethnicity, 
gender, location, 
socioeconomic status. 

The authors identified that 
the human in the loop 
approach for decision 
making when sensitive 
attributes are involved is 
preferred rather than the 
statistical model approach. 
In addition, participants 
requested for access to the 
information, and 
explanations on, how the 
algorithm took some of the 
decisions and the parameters 
the decisions were taken 
upon. 

Table 17: Model-focused studies in the HCI literature. 
 
Third Party 
 
Online systems that are relying on human generated data as a way of operating are prone to                 
biases. Two of the papers we reviewed, looked into OpenStreetMap data only to find that the                
human generated data there is biased. Das et al. (2019) looked into differences between genders               
when generating data in the system. However, they discovered differences in demographics            
between urban and rural users. Similarly, Quattrone et al. (2015) identified that geographic             
information bias exists due to the fact that a lot of content is generated by few people.  
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Problem Auditing Discrimination 
discovery 

Fairness sampling 

Demographics discrimination dimension 

Das et al. (2019) looked 
into gender differences in 
OpenStreetMap 
contributions and potential 
biases 

Analysed OpenStreetMap 
data to understand the 
potential differences 
between male and female 
contributors, and how these 
can be a source of 
self-focus-bias.  

No discrimination 
detected in this dataset 
in terms of gender, 
however they authors 
have found that females 
tend to focus on more 
urban rather than rural 
areas compared to 
males. Differences do 
exist in the behaviour of 
the two genders with 
male contributors 
contribute more to 
feminized spaces and 
females contributing to 
more masculinized 
spaces. 

  

Information Diversity dimension 

Quattrone et al. (2015) 
looking at the 
OpenStreetMap data 
generated by 
crowdworkers, they have 
identified that most of the 
content was created by a 
small number of the 
registered users.  

  Geographic information 
bias was detected. The 
authors have also 
discovered that culture 
played a role in this kind 
of bias. 

  

Table 18: HCI literature studies concerning the role of the Third Party. 
 
Fairness 
 
Although Fairness is one of the most discussed topics in HCI literature, only one paper provides                
suggestions on how to incorporate it within the cycle of User/System Interaction. We further              
discuss how Fairness affects User/system Interaction later. 
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Problem Auditing Discrimination 
discovery 

Fairness sampling 

Perceived fairness was 
examined in Lee and 
Baykal (2017). 

  The algorithmic 
decisions were 
perceived as not fair by 
participants for either 
individuals or groups. 
This was primarily due 
to algorithms not 
account for multiple 
concepts or fairness or 
social behaviours. 

The authors suggest that to 
improve the perceived 
fairness there is a need to 
provide the opportunity to 
people to intervene in the 
process of algorithmic 
decision making. 

Table 19: Fairness in the HCI literature. 
 
Input/output 
 
Three papers looked into the output of algorithmic models for identifying potential discrimination             
issues. Race, gender and age have been associated with biases within the output with              
discrimination to be inevitable when these models are incorporated in intelligent systems. 
 

Problem Auditing Discrimination 
discovery 

Fairness sampling 

Race & Gender Diversity dimensions 

Green and Chen (2019) run 
a crowdsourcing study to 
examine the influence of 
algorithmic risk assessment 
to human decision making. 

  Race was influencing 
the human risk 
assessment. 
Specifically, 
participants were more 
likely to increase their 
risk prediction when 
black defendants were 
involved and more 
likely to deviate from 
their initial predictions 
towards higher risk 
levels. 

Need to examine whether real 
judges express the same 
behaviour on duty. 
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Barlas et al. (2019) 
compared human and 
algorithmic generated 
descriptions of people 
images in a crowdsourcing 
study in an attempt to 
identify what is perceived 
as fair when describing the 
depicted person. 

For algorithmic 
generated descriptions 
Carifai’s image analysis 
algorithm was used. 

The authors identified 
that human generated 
descriptions were 
perceived as more fair 
except when the 
depicted person was 
white and attractive 
where Clarifai’s 
descriptions were 
perceived as more fair. 
Thus, fair treatment is 
not expected across 
social groups. In 
addition, there were 
evidences that men 
compared to women are 
more likely to discuss 
fairness related to 
physical characteristics 
of the person depicted in 
the image. 

Fairness was judged by 
crowdworkers based on the 
dimensions of accuracy of the 
descriptions, physical 
characteristics of the depicted 
person, and based on 
objectivity/subjectivity of the 
descriptions. 

In Matsangidou and 
Otterbacher (2019) the 
authors are looking into 
inferences on attractiveness 
made by image tagging 
algorithms following the 
evolutionary biases theory. 

The authors audited four 
image recognition APIs 
for their inferences on 
attractiveness using the 
Chicago Face Database 
as input. 

Discrimination 
discovered between 
male and female 
depicting images. A 
negative association was 
observed between 
masculine and attractive 
tags, as well as 
youthfulness positively 
correlated to 
attractiveness. 
Furthermore, more 
attractive people were 
associated to positive 
emotions, while images 
of white people were 
associated to more 
positive tags in 
comparison to other 
racial groups.  

Make developers aware of 
the dangers for 
discrimination and bias when 
using Image Tagging APIs in 
their applications, so they 
consider dimensions of 
making those more fair to 
sensitive and 
under-represented groups. 

Table 20: HCI studies focusing on the system’s input/output. 
 
User System Interaction 
 
The most frequently appearing category in HCI literature is the User System Interaction. Nine              
papers have been reviewed with the most popular concept being Fairness, however, there are              
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more papers that are discussing fairness and relate to other categories as well, e.g. Barlas et al.                 
(2019)). The Fairness concept is usually discussed along with trust to the system and/or its output                
(e.g. Woodruff et al. (2018)). Fairness is not a simple concept according to the literature. We                
came across a lot of papers discussing the different dimensions of Fairness Hlaca et al. (2018) and                 
trying to understand how the users perceive Fairness in a system (Bins et al. (2018)). Other                
studies looked into transparency and how much is too much. For example, Eslami et al (2019)                
discovered that the level of transparency that a system provides to the user affects the behaviour                
of the user with the system. Transparency has been found to positively affect the trust of the user                  
to the system and to correlate positively with the user’s engagement with the system. Different               
explanation approaches have been examined at Rader et al (2018), that proved to improve              
transparency and benefit the user interaction with the system. 
 

Problem Auditing Discrimination 
discovery 

Fairness sampling 

Eslami et al. (2019) Biased 
and opaque algorithms and 
how people perceive and 
interact with these 
algorithms 

The paper describes a 
qualitative study of online 
discussions about Yelp on 
the algorithm existence and 
opacity. The authors further 
enhanced the results with 
conducting 15 interviews 
with Yelp users. In this work 
the users acted as auditors of 
the Yelp system in an 
attempt to understand how 
the reviews filtering 
algorithm works. 

  Transparency should 
begin with 
acknowledging the very 
existence of the 
algorithms. Furthermore, 
they suggest that while a 
level of a system’s 
transparency is required, 
full transparency is 
neither necessary nor 
desirable since this 
affects the user behaviour 
with the system 

Chen and Sundar (2018) 
looked into perceived 
control and how it relates 
to overt personalization 
and information 
transparency.  

   Overt personalization 
affects perceived control 
of the user during system 
interaction. Information 
transparency was found 
to affect positively trust 
and negatively user 
information privacy, 
while positively correlate 
to user engagement and 
product involvement. 

Eiband et al. (2018) 
proposed a participatory 
design methodology for 
incorporating transparency 

    Through the transparency 
that will be a core part of 
the design process, the 
authors aim at making 
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in the design of intelligent 
user interfaces. 

intelligent systems more 
fair, transparent and 
explainable. 

Lee (2018) examined how 
people perceived 
algorithmic decisions when 
tasks required human 
versus mechanical skills. 

    With tasks that require 
mechanical skills 
participants in their study 
trusted algorithmic and 
human decisions equally 
and though they were 
fair. With tasks that 
involved human skills, 
participants thought that 
algorithmic decisions 
were less fair and trusted 
the decision less. 

Rader et al (2018) 
examined four different 
explanation methods for 
materializing algorithmic 
transparency. They argue 
that transparency can 
empower users of decision 
support systems in making 
informed choices. 

    Help the participants 
identify when the system 
was biased, helped them 
to make informed 
decisions on their 
follow-up actions and 
how they could control 
what they were seeing. 
All participants 
appreciated the 
explanations and all 
explanations had an 
impact on user awareness. 
However, the 
explanations were not as 
effective for evaluating 
the correctness of the 
system’s output and the 
consistency of its 
behaviour. 

News consumption is a 
very common activity for a 
wider population. Horne et 
al. (2019) went to 
investigate whether AI 
assistance can improve the 
user perception for bias 
and how different types of 
users are affected in this 
end. 

  The findings of this 
study suggest that users 
who read and share news 
often are worse in 
identifying reliability 
and bias issues in news 
articles than those who 
do not. However, those 
who are familiar with 
politics and are frequent 
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news readers performed 
better. 

Binns et al. (2018) run 
three experimental studies 
in understanding how 
people perceive justice in 
automatic algorithmic 
decision making. 

  They have found that for 
some the whole idea of an 
algorithm deciding is 
perceived as unfair while 
others thought that the 
algorithm does what it is 
supposed to do as long as 
the information upon the 
decision is made is 
accurate. 

In addition, the results 
presented here show that 
further work is needed to 
understand when, and 
what type of, 
explanations should be 
provided along with 
system’s decision. 

Race & Socioeconomic status diversity dimensions 

Woodruff et al. (2018) 
explore in a qualitative 
study the perception of 
algorithmic fairness by 
populations that have been 
marginalized due to their 
race and socioeconomic 
status. 

    Most participants were 
not aware of algorithmic 
unfairness even thought 
they have experience with 
discrimination in their 
daily lives. Particularly 
stereotyping and 
discrimination due to 
their race e.g. with law 
enforcement, 
disadvantageous targeted 
advertising. 

Through the interviews 
and workshops carried 
out, the participants 
expressed concerns about 
their trust to the 
companies and the 
government services. 
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Hlaca et al. (2018) are 
looking into how humans 
perceive fairness in 
algorithmic 
decision-making systems. 
They have developed a 
framework for 
understanding why people 
perceive certain features as 
fair or unfair. 

    The authors found that 
people’s unfairness 
perception involves 
several dimensions that 
do not only concern with 
discrimination. In 
addition, people answers 
show disagreement in 
their fairness judgments. 

Table 21: HCI studies focusing on system/user interaction and user perceptions. 
 
5.4.2 Diversity dimensions in the HCI literature 
 
Within the broader literature in HCI we have found articles that are describing both quantitative               
and qualitative studies, for exploring and understanding issues with system’s Fairness,           
Transparency, Biases and Accountability. However, there are articles that explore users’           
perception of fairness or user evaluations of different transparency methods. For example, Veale             
et al. (2018) conducted interviews with public sector servants who deal with either the              
development or the use of public sector decision support systems. In their work they have               
identified several issues including the absence of discrimination aware machine learning           
approaches and lack of transparency in the decisions provided. They finally discuss the ethical              
implications of these systems and stress the need for changes in their design to become more fair                 
and accountable. In their work Woodruff et al. (2018) run a series of workshops and interviews                
with participants coming from several populations, with the aim to identify fairness or             
(un)fairness related to racial and social status in the society. Indifferent from the above, Chen et                
al. (2018) run a statistical analysis on a large dataset from identifying direct and indirect               
discrimination related to their gender.  
 
Diversity dimensions are taken into consideration in most of the articles we reviewed. In this               
section we will summarise this work and the diversity dimensions that are taken into              
consideration in both quantitative and qualitative approaches.  
 

● Gender (5) 
 

Chen et al. (2018) in their work looked into gender-based inequalities in the context of resume                
search engines. The results show that the system under review is indirectly discriminating against              
females however, it does not implicitly using gender as a parameter. Gender was also identified               
by Brown et al (2019) as a discrimination dimension in decision making at public welfare               
services. 
 

● Race & Socio-economic status (3) 
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Woodruff et al. (2018) explore in a qualitative study the perception of algorithmic fairness by               
populations that have been marginalized due to their race and socioeconomic status. In particular              
they looked into how race and low socioeconomic status was used in stereotyping and adapting               
services to those involved. Most participants were not aware of algorithmic unfairness even             
thought they have experienced with discrimination in their daily lives. Brown et al (2019) run also                
a qualitative study for understanding the public’s perspective on algorithmic decision making in             
public services. They discovered that many participants mentioned discrimination and bias based            
on race, ethnicity, gender, location, socioeconomic status. Race was influencing the risk            
assessment judgment of participants in the crowdsourcing study performed by Green and Chen             
(2019). 
 

● Demographic (2) 
 

Johnson et al. (2017) focused on identifying discrimination and biases in social networks             
algorithms between urban-rural populations. Their results suggest that even when they           
overcorrect the training data algorithms still behave in a discriminatory manner. Similarly, Das et              
al. (2019) looked into gender differences in OpenStreetMap contributions and potential biases.            
No discrimination detected in this dataset in terms of gender, however the authors             
discovered that females tend to focus on more urban rather than rural areas compared to               
males. 
 

● Information (1) 
 

Quattronne et al. (2015) analysed data collected from OpenStreetMap users’ contributions to find             
that only very few of the 1.2M registered contributors have actually contributed to the system.               
Although, they found no content bias, they have discovered significant geographic bias varying             
also by culture.  
 
 
5.4.3 Summary of HCI literature 
After the review of the HCI articles in our collection, we made the following observations of the                 
trends in this domain: 
 

● Bias in some cases occurs not only in the training data but at the structural elements of the                  
algorithm itself. Consequently, the model itself can be the problem for discrimination            
generation. 

● User-generated data (Third Party) proved to be biased in different dimensions; thus, this             
type of data should be used with caution either as input data or as training data to                 
algorithmic models.  

● Conceptual frameworks on building fairness in algorithmic systems have been proposed           
but further work is required on implementing those in real systems. 
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● Race, gender and age have been associated with biases within the output of algorithmic              
systems, so when these models are incorporated in intelligent systems, discrimination is            
inevitable, for some groups or individuals.  

● Fairness appears to have different dimensions and perceived differently by different           
users. These dimensions can be relevant or irrelevant according to the system’s            
application and context. Future work aiming at building fairness parameters into           
algorithmic systems need to take into account the results of the qualitative studies             
discussed in HCI. 

● Transparency proved to improve user engagement and interaction with the system,           
however, different levels of transparency are needed to be explored. 

 

5.5 Other Areas 
Finally, we analyze the set of 43 articles collected in the repository that did not align with the                  
above four research communities, and that we have labelled as “Other.” In particular, we are               
interested in discovering whether these articles might represent research communities that are            
only recently addressing problems related to FAT and also whether the diversity dimensions /              
problems / solutions discussed in this literature differs significantly from the communities on             
which we have focused. 
 
Non-systems articles 
Although our aim was to review articles that describe particular algorithmic systems, occasionally             
we identified pertinent articles that were more broad in nature. Several articles collected aim to               
raise awareness of the issue of algorithmic biases within a particular professional or scientific              
community. For instance, Ayre and Craner (2018) writing in Library Quarterly, provide examples             
that illustrate how biases in library information systems can challenge the work of professional              
librarians. Similarly, the article by Diakopoulos and Koliska (2017), published in Digital            
Journalism, aims to highlight the issue of algorithmic transparency - as well as the human role -                 
in mitigating bias in news media systems. The CACM article by Baeza-Yates (2018) provides a               
general, broad introduction to the various sources of bias that users may encounter while using the                
Internet and social media. Finally, Pope and colleagues (2018) aim to raise awareness in the               
Management Science community, concerning racial bias in algorithmic social media systems.  
 
Five papers can be described as being conceptual works directed at information systems             
researchers and practitioners, in a broad sense. Friedman and Nissenbaum (1996), writing before             
the rise of Big Data and the widespread use of Internet technologies, defined computer bias as                
occurring when: i) there is a systematic slant in the manner in which information is presented to                 
users, ii) that slant could result in discrimination againt certain people or groups. They also               
provided several examples from business information systems. Noble’s article (2013) brings           
specific attention to the problem of racial bias in Google search, with a particular emphasis on                
detailing the consequences that this might have on young, Black girls.  
 
Jenna Burrell (2016) provides a conceptual overview of opacity in algorithmic systems,            
describing three main reasons that systems lack transparency. These include: i) that systems are              
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often proprietary (i.e,. constitute trade secrets), ii) that systems are technically complex (i.e.,             
based on methods that are not interpretable or explainable), iii) that users lack the technical               
literacy necessary to understand how the systems work. Olteanu et al. (2019) present a survey               
focusing on the potential biases of social data, which are used for analytics as well as for training                  
algorithmic systems. They particularly focus on the digital traces left behind in social systems              
(i.e., user-generated content), and they outline a framework for detecting problems with such data,              
for researchers and practitioners. Finally, in a Big Data & Society article, Veale and Binns (2017)                
provide a discussion, from an organizational perspective, on issues concerning the           
implementation of fairer machine learning “in the real world.” In particular, three approaches are              
presented in order to enable organizations that lack specific knowledge/capacity on fairness            
issues, to identify and manage them in their everyday contexts. 
 
Seven papers from the domain of law appear in our repository. The article by Barocas and Selbst                 
(2016) provides a general introduction into the ethical problems associated with Big Data,             
emphasizing big data practices’ tendency to harm minorities and those of a lower socio-economic              
status. In a similar vein, (Zarsky, 2014) explores broadly the issue of discrimination in the digital                
society, where not only things, but also people, are “scored.” Two articles focus on the issue of                 
the accountability of algorithmic processes, and the legal aspects surrounding their governance            
(Kross et al., 2017; Schubert & Hutt, 2019), while another two are particularly focused on the                
legal aspects of automated prediction processes (Zarsky, 2013; Zarsky, 2017). Finally, the article             
by Goldman (2008) is a commentary on commercial search engines such as Google, and argues               
against their central regulation.  
 
Three more articles fall into the domain of ethics, without focusing on particular aspects of               
algorithmic systems. While one (Holzapfel et al., 2018) addresses a specific system - information              
retrieval (i.e., search engines) for music - it explores the ethical issues associated with storing               
representations of music, as well as retrieving results for users with varied musical tastes. The               
article by Sazena et al. (2019) examines people’s perception of fairness as a concept, highlighting               
the diversity of perspectives amongst potential system users. Finally, (Raji & Buolamwini, 2019)             
describe their experiences in auditing commercial computer vision algorithms for racial biases.            
Their account is not so much about the process of auditing the algorithms, but rather, the positive                 
impact that they were able to have on industry stakeholders.  
 
Systems articles 
The articles collected that describe particular problems within particular algorithmic systems fall            
into the following types: 

● Computer vision (14 articles) 
● Medical and healthcare applications (4 articles) 
● Crowdsourcing and human computation platforms (3 articles) 
● Social media (2) 
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5.5.1 Problems examined / solutions proposed 
 
Data 
 

Article Summary Solution(s) 

(Misra et al., 2016) The authors take the 
perspective that all 
human-generate image labels 
suffer from reporting bias 
(information dimension).  

They propose a method that 
corrects for “human” noise 
and maps human data to the 
ground truth. (fairness 
learning) 

(Tommasi et al., 2017) The authors examine 12 
training datasets for image 
classification (information 
dimension). 

They carry out analyses to 
compare the datasets, 
detecting biases. 
(discrimination discovery) 

(Hendricks et al., 2018) The authors recognize the 
disproportionate use of 
gender-words in image 
captioning datasets.  

They propose a method to 
equalize the distributions of 
gender-words used in 
training. (fairness sampling) 

Table 22: Data-based problems in Computer Vision articles.  
 
 

Article(s) Summary Solution(s) 

(Otterbacher, 2015) The author studied linguistic 
biases in crowd-sourced 
biographies of Black/White 
actors/actresses at IMDb.com. 
(gender, race dimensions)  

(discrimination discovery) 

(Otterbacher, 2018) The author conducted 
experiments at Mechanical 
Turk, in which workers 
described images of diverse 
individuals depicted in 
images of professions (police, 
firefighter, bartender). 
Linguistic biases were 
detected as a function of the 
race/gender of the depicted 
person. (gender, race 
dimensions)  

(discrimination discovery) 

(Otterbacher, 2019) At FigureEight, workers were 
asked to label highly uniform 

(discrimination discovery) 
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headsets of women/men 
across four racial groups. 
Significant linguistic 
differences (including 
ethnicity marking) were 
discovered in the resulting 
descriptions. (gender, race 
dimensions)  

Table 23: Data-based problems in Human Computation & Crowdsourcing articles.  
 
Model 
 
 

Article(s) Summary Solution(s) 

(Bojarski et al., 2016) 
(Selvaraju et al., 2017) 
(Simonyan et al., 2013) 
(Zintgraf et al., 2017) 

The problem concerns the 
lack of transparency of the 
classification model 
(information dimension) 

Authors proposed a 
visualization technique for 
studying the CNN’s 
behaviours. (black box 
explainability) 

(Xu et al., 2016) The problem concerns the 
lack of transparency of the 
caption-generation model 
(information dimension) 

Authors proposed a 
visualization technique for 
studying the CNN’s 
behaviours. (black box 
explainability) 

(Zhou et al., 2016) The problem concerns the 
lack of transparency of the 
classification model 
(information dimension) 

Authors propose a method to 
learn a set of explainable 
features from the set of deep 
feature representation. (black 
box explainability) 

(Montavon et al., 2002) The problem concerns the 
lack of transparency of the 
classification model 
(information dimension) 

Authors propose a 
decomposition method for 
promoting explainability. 
(black box explainability) 

(Fong & Bedaldi, 2017) The problem concerns the 
lack of transparency of the 
classification model 
(information dimension) 

Authors propose a general, 
model-agnostic framework 
for learning explanations. 
(black box explainability) 

(Wang et al., 2018) The authors detected gender 
stereotyped descriptions of 
images (gender dimension) 

They proposed the adversarial 
removal of gender from deep 
image representations 
(fairness learning) 
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(Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018) The researchers detected 
significant differences in 
accuracy on tasks like gender 
classification from images, 
across racial / gender groups. 
(race & gender dimensions) 

(discrimination discovery) 

(Kyriakou et al., 2019) In proprietary image tagging 
algorithms, the authors found 
systematic differences in 
descriptions across racial / 
gender groups. (race & 
gender dimensions) 

(discrimination discovery) 

Table 24: Model-based problems in Computer Vision articles.  
 
 

Article Summary Solution(s) 

Gjoka et al. (2010) The authors examine the problem     
of how to identify a balanced,      
unbiased set of users on Facebook,      
in the context of research studies.      
(information dimension) 

They propose a fair sampling     
technique (fairness sampling). 

Chen and colleagues   
(2016) 

In a study on fairness in pricing,       
Chen and colleagues (2016) detect     
the presence and study the     
behaviours of dynamic pricing    
algorithms at Amazon.com.   
(information dimension) 

Discrimination discovery 

Table 25: Model-based problems in Social Media articles.  
 
 

Article Summary Solution(s) 

(Gibbons et al., 2013) The authors studied a DSS for 
diagnosing depression, based 
on symptoms and medical 
history, in a multivariate 
model. (information 
dimension) 

A method for making the 
resulting decisions more 
interpretable for the clinician 
was proposed. (White box 
explainability) 

(Haufe et al., 2014) The authors studied a 
high-dimension model used in 
neuroimaging. (information 

A general method to enable 
easier interpretation of 
multivariate models was 
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dimension) proposed. (White box 
explainability) 

(Mac Namee et al., 2002) A regression model learned 
via ANNs was studied, which 
was used to predict medical 
outcomes. Significant training 
data biases were found. 
(information dimension) 

(Discrimination discovery) 

(Obermeyer & 
Mullainanthan, 2019) 

The researchers studied a 
DSS used in the US for 
determining whether or not a 
given patient should be 
enrolled in a healthcare 
management program with 
extra benefits. Significant 
racial disparities were 
discovered. (race dimension) 

(Discrimination discovery) 

Table 26: Model-based problems in Medical / Health-related DSS articles.  
 

5.5.2 Diversity dimensions in the literature of other communities 
In the “other” articles, we observe only three diversity dimensions discussed: gender, race, and              
information (with gender and race often explored together). 
 
Gender / Race 
Amongst the computer vision articles, four explore gender and/or race. Hendricks et al. (2018)              
and Wang et al. (2018) find gender-based biases in image captioning and classification,             
respectively. Buolamwini and Gebru (2018) and Kyriakou et al. (2019) explore gender- and             
race-based biases in the output of computer vision algorithms when processing people images. 
 
The three articles related to human computation and crowdsourcing address gender and            
race-based biases. Otterbacher (2015) considers the language used in biographies of White/Black            
men and women actors at the IMDb (crowd-generated data). In contrast, the other works by               
Otterbacher (2018, 2019) consider the generation of such biases within crowdsourced descriptions            
of people images.  
 
One article related to health-related decisions examines race as a diversity dimension. Obermeyer             
and Mullainathan (2019) consider racial biases in a decision support system for referring patients              
to a specialized health management program. 
 
Information 
The remaining articles describe information as the diversity dimension of interest. For instance,             
Gjoka et al. (2010) and Chen et al. (2016) consider information available to researchers and end                
users, at Facebook and Amazon, respectively. In the health-related domain, three articles            
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(Gibbons et al., 2013; Haufe et al., 2014; Mac Namee et al. 2002) consider the interpretability of                 
information provided to the user of a DSS. Similarly, several articles collected on computer vision               
(Bojarski et al., 2016; Fong & Bedaldi, 2017; Montavon et al., 2002; Selvaraju et al., 2017;                
Simonyan et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2015, Zhou et al., 2016; Zintgraf et al., 2017) consider the                  
quality (interpretability) of information generated by the respective models. Finally, two other            
papers (Misra et al. 2016; Tommasi et al., 2017) consider the quality of information provided in                
datasets for training computer vision algorithms. 
 
 
5.5.3 Summary - other communities 
While we should be careful about making conclusions concerning the state-of-the-art in research             
communities beyond the ones that we have systematically reviewed, we can note a few trends in                
the “other” communities. For instance, most of the “other” articles we examined focused on              
problems with the system’s algorithmic model. To this end, researchers in computer vision and              
health-related DSS are looking into solutions including how to detect problematic behaviours            
(i.e., discrimination discveroy) as well as how to make a model’s behaviours more understandable              
and interpretable by the user. Most (but not all) of the “other” articles collected examine               
information as a diversity dimension, and are thus not central to the heart of CyCAT’s focus on                 
social and cultural biases in algorithmic systems. 
 
Finally, another interesting observation / comment is with respect to the Human Computation and              
Crowdsourcing community. Three articles in our collection consider racial and gender biases in             
datasets collected from user-generated content, as well as via paid micro-tasking crowdwork            
platforms. We anticipate that work in this area grow, as there are many new initiatives taking                
place recently (e.g., HCOMP’s 2019 call for a FAT* track, the 1st Symposium on Biases in                
Human Computation and Crowdwork, etc.)  
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6. Conclusion 
 
We reviewed 245+ articles published in key publication venues across five domains within the              
larger scientific area of the information and computer sciences, with the aim of understanding the               
ways in which researchers are addressing problems of algorithmic system bias. We learned that              
the state-of-the-art research reports a number of different approaches. Therefore, we have            
described our current work in D3.1 as a being a literature survey on promoting Fairness,               
Accountability and Transparency (“FAT”) in algorithmic systems. In the near future, we aim to              
produce a comprehensive survey article (D3.4) that will incorporate all of these approaches into              
one integrated framework. Furthermore, the current deliverable will guide the work undertaken in             
WPs 4 and 5. In WP4, our integrated framework, based on the insights produced in WP3 (and in                  
particular D3.1 and D3.3), shall be “translated” into guides for particular stakeholders, including             
end users, developers and teachers. We shall also sketch out “solutions on paper” for promoting               
FAT in algorithmic systems for information access. In WP5, we aim to implement one such               
solution (i.e., technical intervention) and to evaluate it. 
 
In addition to examining the problem and solution spaces of FAT in the current deliverable, we                
have argued that there is a need to consider the diversity dimensions addressed in the research. As                 
previously explained, diversity dimensions are the social, cultural and information dimensions           
upon which a given system’s behaviours may vary - often in problematic and/or discriminatory              
ways. Given the lack of an explicit discussion on the issue of diversity (e.g., through the data and                  
information that informs the development of systems, but also in terms of our interactions with               
one another in a global, highly-networked world) in the FAT literature to date and its relationship                
to algorithmic system biases, we argue that a diversity lens brings a fresh perspective to FAT                
research.  7

 
In this final section, we summarize the trends identified through the current literature review (i.e.,               
the problems addressed and the solutions proposed), as well as the diversity dimensions that are               
being addressed across domains. Finally, we articulate directions for future work and in             
particular, describe our goals in moving toward publishing a comprehensive survey paper in M18              
(D3.4). 
 

6.1 FAT approaches for preventing / mitigating algorithmic system bias across domains 
 
Table 27 correlates the problematic components of algorithmic systems, as reported in our             
collection of articles, with their proposed solutions, while Table 28 details the solutions that have               
been proposed and applied by researchers across the five domains we examined.   

7 Again, please see D3.3 for a full description of our conceptual framework based on the concept of                  
diversity and perspective taking. 
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 Problem(s) addressed: Algorithmic System Component(s) 

 Input Data Third Party Model Fairness Output 

Auditing +   +  + 

Explainability Management  

-Black-box +   +  + 

-White-box + + + +  + 

-Model explanation +   +  + 

-Outcome explanation +   +  + 

Discrimination Discovery  

-Explicit + +  +  + 

-Implicit + +  +  + 

Fairness Management  

-Fairness sampling  +   +  

-Fairness learning  + + + +  

-Fairness certification +    + + 

Table 27: FAT tools by their respective algorithmic system components. 
 
Several conclusions can be drawn by synthesizing the correlations between the problems and             
solutions across the domains we examined: 
 

● Discrimination Discovery 
Discrimination Discovery approaches are used across all domains, and can be applied to             
the study of particular tasks and/or algorithms (e.g., a top-k ranking algorithm) as well as               
to deployed systems, which may consist of a whole collection of algorithmic processes             
(e.g., a proprietary search engine, which uses not only relevance ranking, but also             
personalization / localization algorithms, among others). Obviously, the former case is           
more commonly addressed in the ML literature, while the latter case is more often              
discussed in domains such as IR and RecSys. In sum, Discrimination Discovery consists             
of tools and practices for detecting unfair treatment by data / algorithms / systems.              
Furthermore, these tools can involve the input, data, model, and output, of a system.  
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 Research Domains 

 ML IR RecSys HCI Other 

Auditing + + + + + 

Explainability Management  

-Black-box +  +  + 

-White-box +    + 

-Model explanation +    + 

-Outcome explanation +  +  + 

Discrimination Discovery  

-Explicit + + + + + 

-Implicit + + + + + 

Fairness Management  

-Fairness sampling + + + + + 

-Fairness learning + + +  + 

-Fairness certification +     

Table 28: FAT tools used across the five research domains examined in the literature 
review. 

 
 

● Auditing 
Like Discrimination Discovery, references to “Auditing” appear in the literature across all            
five domains. However, the term is used in different ways and the review provides              
evidence that clarification is needed surrounding auditing - e.g., which actor(s) perform            
auditing and through which means. In most of the relevant articles in our repository,              
auditing processes concern the model, as well as the system’s inputs and outputs. As              
previously described, auditing can involve making cross-system or within-system         
comparisons, and is typically done by an analyst / observer who does not have access to                
the inner-workings of the system (Sandvig et al., 2014). However, it should be pointed              
out that auditing uses the tools of Discrimination Discovery (or at least, those available to               
the particular analyst). In this sense, auditing as a term seems to refer to who is doing the                  
discrimination discovery and why; it does not necessarily refer to a different set of tools               
and techniques. Finally, it should be noted that within Machine Learning, beyond            
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involving the model, inputs and outputs, auditing can also involve pre-processing (i.e.,            
data-focused) techniques, such as the generation of biased datasets for conducting a            
black-box audit, e.g., (Cardoso et al., 2019). 
 

● Fairness Management 
The issue of ensuring that people and/or groups of people are treated fairly by an               
algorithm or algorithmic system was found to be of interest to researchers across all              
domains we considered. However, the tools they have at their disposal vary. For instance,              
those working “inside the box” (i.e., those involved in the development of a system or               
algorithm) may take pre-processing measures (i.e., ensure fair sampling when building           
training datasets) or during-processing measures (i.e., introduce fairness constraints         
within the learning process). Developers also have methods to “certify” that their            
algorithms are fair, using internal processes. On the other hand, the HCI literature,             
typically describing system observers from the outside (i.e., those who study, but who are              
not involved in the system’s development) presents a challenge to our initial taxonomy of              
solutions (Figure 2). This is because HCI studies often concern the user’s perceptions of a               
system’s behaviours and/or decisions (e.g., Grgic-Hlaca et al., 2018; Lee 2018), which            
can be difficult to measure and for which there are no established standards or techniques.  
 

● Explainability Management 
Research articles focused on explainability management were primarily found in the           
domains of Machine Learning and RecSys, as well as in the “Other” category. While              
producing models and/or outcomes that are easily interpretable to the user is, in and of               
itself, viewed as a positive characteristic (Gunning, 2017), it is important to emphasize             
the particular role of explainability management within FAT. Specifically, in the FAT            
context, explainability can be viewed as a means rather than an end; complex algorithmic              
systems can become more transparent to users, the more interpretable their models and             
outcomes are. Clearly, explainability has a tight relationship to the user's perception of             
fairness.  

 
 

6.2 Diversity dimensions and algorithmic system bias across domains 
 
Figure 3 analyzes the frequency with which the diversity dimensions were examined in the              
literature across domains in our repository of articles (as of September 2019). The information              
dimension has clearly been the most studied dimension in the FAT literature thus far. As               
mentioned, information is the primary dimension addressed in the ML literature (in particular,             
with respect to explainability). Likewise, IR articles often consider information as the diversity             
dimension under study; here, the classic example is the large body of work on search engine                
biases. In contrast, the literature in HCI and RecSys do not often address information as a                
diversity dimension. In these fields, FAT-related articles more often consider social and cultural             
dimensions. 
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Figure 3: Diversity dimensions explored in research across domains. 

 

6.3 Future work and goals for the survey paper (M18) 
 
The final goal for WP3 is to produce a comprehensive survey article, which shall provide a                
holistic framework for promoting Fairness, Accountability and Transparency (FAT) in          
algorithmic systems. From the analysis thus far, it has become clear that there is a need to refine                  
our notions of the problem and solution spaces, as well as to define the various roles of individual                  
stakeholders. As described in Section 6.1 and as depicted in Figure 4 below, multiple              
stakeholders, including the developer (or anyone involved in the pipeline of a system’s             
development), and various system observers (i.e., stakeholders who are not involved in the             
development, but who may use, be affected by, oversee, or even regulate the use of the system)                 
are involved in promoting and assuring FAT in algorithmic systems. Thus, these roles must be               
outlined in our framework, and the relationships between them must be specified. 
 
A second consideration to be explored, which was alluded to in Section 6.1, is that while many of                  
the FAT processes described in the literature have been formalized (e.g., discrimination detection             
methods, internal certification procedures), there are many other issues surrounding perceived           
fairness. The perceived fairness of the user is somewhat subjective and it is not yet clear how                 
formal FAT processes relate to users’ perceptions of the systems and their value judgements. 
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Figure 4: Defining processes and stakeholder roles in promoting  
FAT algorithmic systems. 

 
Finally, having defined the stakeholders and their roles, and having untangled the relationships             
between the formal and informal notions of fairness, our framework will need to specify the flow                
(ordering) and processes between all of the solutions in the FAT toolbox. Furthermore, within the               
deliverables of WP4, we shall outline the core concepts for target user groups of algorithmic               
systems (D4.1, D4.2), enabling them to be educated and involved stakeholders in promoting FAT. 
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